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DISCLAIMER
All users of this book do so entirely at their own risk. The author and publisher disclaim any liability for injury,
injury resulting in death, or any other damage by anyone undertaking a trip, (skiing, ski touring, snowboarding,
snowshoeing or any other activity), in any of the areas described in this book.
Backcountry/slackcountry skiing/snowboarding and winter mountain travel in general has inherent risks. All the areas in the book can be
dangerous to travel in during the winter. Rapidly changing weather, avalanches, wild hungry animals, etc can all make an usually “easy day
out” into a nightmare. I have personally almost lost friends and almost died myself in several of the areas in this book. The mountains do not
care if you live, die or get hurt but in my experience they will tap you on the shoulder a number of times before taking action. It is up to you to
leave the ego at home and listen to the warnings. The mountains aren't going anywhere and it will likely snow next winter; there's no point in
rushing things.
This is not a beginners' book. I wrote this for people with a good amount of experience in backcountry travel and avalanche knowledge. I
highly suggest taking as many avalanche courses as you can, making sure your partners are also well trained and understand the risks involved
before taking on the areas/runs in this book. Always have avalanche safety equipment and enough supplies to last overnight in mountain
terrain. Learn as much as you can about mountain weather, how it changes in real time and it's cumulative effect on the snow pack. If you are
not prepared to do these things and more in order to travel in these areas then I suggest you hire a certified mountain guide (acmg.ca). Some
people would say “skiing isn't worth dying for” and although I disagree in general, I sure want to do a hell of a lot of skiing before I die doing
it!
In this book I have tried my best to give you as much written information as I could about each of the areas. This does not mean that I haven't
forgotten some detail, or maybe wasn't even aware of it in the first place. Just because I say a certain route is “safe” does not mean it will be
when you go there. If you were to follow my suggested routes blindly without making adjustments based on real time conditions, then you
would likely end up dead some day. Do not forget that most of the “safer” areas of this book include long tours which pass under avalanche
paths. I have decided to make this guidebook larger than most so you could make overall judgments on terrain using the larger pictures I have
included, again this is not something to base all your judgment calls on, but rather another tool in the tool box. I would also like to state that in
no way has Sunshine Village Ski Resort officially or unofficially endorsed this book, if you have a problem and/or concern with the book
please do not contact them.
To keep the mountains wild and free we must take full responsibility for ourselves, the people we ski with and the actions we take in the
mountains.

All users of this book do so entirely at their own risk. The author and publisher disclaim any liability for injury,
injury resulting in death, or any other damage by anyone undertaking a trip, (skiing, ski touring, snowboarding,
snowshoeing or any other activity), in any of the areas described in this book.
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Foreword
Marcus wants you to go skiing. Or snowboarding, extreme
snowshoeing, post hole your way there if you have to. He has put
close to a decade of research into working out which lines go, which
don't and which were worth hiking out of. Occasionally dragging a
cantankerous partner up, down and/or around various parts of the
Banff area backcountry. Getting cliffed out, bushwacking for days
and stalked by cougars, he's done the hard part so you don't have to.
Confessions is for the many who have not been lucky enough to idly
wonder what backcountry skiing is like within earshot of Marcus. Or
have him patiently stand around while they extract themselves from a
facet hole, tree well or wrong turn. Occasionally suggesting it might
not be a good idea to go that way, conjuring a rope out of nowhere at
opportune moments or just outright refusing to go somewhere
because its a "stupid idea in these conditions".
This foreword is primarily intended as a thank you on behalf of
anyone who has ever skied with Marcus and learned something new,
been taken somewhere incredible or pulled out of a sticky situation.
If you hear the words "Oh yeah? Backcountry eh? You should come
on a trip sometime." watch out, you never know where you might end
up.
Thank you Marcus and I will never forget: "You should just ski".
Mike Smallwood

Second Edition Introduction
It's hard to believe it's already been 5 years since I finished writing the first edition of this book. In the last 5 years I have been very fortunate to
explore and ski so many new areas in Banff National Park with so many amazing individuals. In this edition you will find a much more
complete list of offerings in roughly the same area that was covered in the first edition, with the major addition being full details of the runs in
the Egypt Lake area. I have added more pictures as most of the positive feedback I received was about the large pictures included. I have
created a google earth KML file to provide the reader with map information, I felt that this was the best route to take to provide a detailed map
for the book.
I decided to not bother releasing the book in printed form for a number of reasons with the main one so I wouldn't limit the book of pictures to
control the final price of a printed book. You have surely noticed that I have also decided not to charge money for the book, this was a very
personal decision and it had to do with me keeping this project in the realm of a hobby and not a business.
I hope you enjoy the runs in this book as much as I have and I look forward to expanding the scope in the coming years. Stay safe out there!
Marcus Baranow
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First Edition Introduction
Within these pages you will find a detailed overview of some of the
backcountry ski areas located near the town of Banff Alberta. This book
should not be considered a complete guide to these areas, nor a book of
“secret” runs. There are still plenty of additional runs in or close to the
areas I have included here. After months of writing, rewriting, looking
through thousands of pictures and printing dozens of rough drafts, you
now hold the first edition of the book in your hands.
The runs in this book are not your classic “big objective” runs that you
find in most guide books. I have decided to focus on areas with runs that
you can session over a day or on multi-day trips. I prefer to session an
area, skiing multiple different lines rather than spend all day to ski one big
run and this book reflects that style.
I am not a historical writer and most of the runs in this book were not
shown to me. Because of this one of the main difficulties was figuring out
the correct names for a number of these runs. In the end I decided to go
with the most common names I was given or just name them myself. If
anyone has information on historical run names for any of these areas
please feel free to contact me to correct them for future editions. Some run
names, such as Wawa Bowl, Repeater Slopes, etc, were used because they
are posted in Parks Canada literature.
I have come to realize that many people in the Bow Valley have their own
thoughts about the ethics of publishing this book. Even a few years ago
when I started making copies for myself and close friends I received
mixed feedback on this subject. I have heard everything from “everyone is
going to die if you publish this information!” to “if you can't figure it out
on your own then you don't deserve to ski there” and the ever classic
“everything will be tracked out by non-locals!”. The problems with these
emotionally charged responses is that they come from very black and
white view points. The reality of the matter is that people have gone to
these places regardless if they are prepared or have the correct training.
During all of my avalanche/mountaineering courses and experiences I
have always been told to collect as much information on an area before
heading to it. It is unfortunate and sad to hear some of the same types of
people preaching that such information should not be provided and that certain demographics don't “deserve” to have it. Communication
should be a two way street and not limited to a privileged few within the skiing world. I would also like to state that in no way has Sunshine
Village Ski Resort officially or unofficially endorsed this book, if you have a problem and/or concern with the book please do not contact them.
I view this book as something like a written account of that time you ran into a ski bum on the skin trail or talked to someone at the bar that
found a new powder stash in the slackcountry. I'm not a guide, professional writer nor a pro skier; I'm just a ski bum that loves skiing (and a
pretty darn good dishwasher too!). These are the places I have been exploring lately, the places I take my friends once I figured out which gully
went and which didn't. The places that I have felt freedom. So grab a beer, pull up a chair and we'll talk about endless pillow lines, steep
avalanche paths and long cruisy powder bowls...
Marcus Baranow
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Overview
I am not going to write too much about needed gear, trip planning, weather in the Canadian Rockies or other such topics that most guide books
cover. To do so would be a injustice to such topics on my part. If you don't already ski in the backcountry then this book is not the correct place
to start that journey. I will include a basic overview of the area covered in this book and some tips and tricks that have helped me in the past.
All of the areas in this book can be found a short drive west of
Banff Alberta in the Canadian Rockies, most are accessed from the
parking lot at Sunshine Resort. If you are flying here, the closest
airport can be found in Calgary Alberta, about 120km east of Banff.
The Canadian Rockies cover a huge area of land, this book covers a
fairly small chunk of it in detail. If you are looking to ski a number
of backcountry destinations within the Canadian Rockies, including
its amazing glaciers, then I highly suggest picking up “Summits &
Icefields 1 Alpine Ski Tours In The Canadian Rockies” by Chic
Scott & Mark Klassen, which can be found at a number of local
shops in Banff. All of your needs, skiing and otherwise, can be
fulfilled in Banff and an extended stay outside of a snow cave trip is
highly recommended!
Both Banff and the areas covered in this book are found inside
Banff National Park and there are a number of rules/laws/etc that
you may not be familiar with if you have not skied in the
backcountry here before. Before heading out make sure you visit
the Info Centre in downtown Banff. If you plan on staying
overnight in the backcountry you will need a Wilderness Pass and
for Egypt Lake Shelter you will need to book the hut. Both can be
done at the Info Centre. You will also have access to the latest
avalanche and travel conditions at the Info Centre, not to mention
personal tips from the staff. A large number of guides work out of
Canmore, (just east of Banff), and many of their trip reports will be
posted on the ACMG website (acmg.ca) under the MCR. If
requiring a lift ticket to access Sunshine's backcountry you can
purchase it in the morning right at Sunshine.
The snow in the Canadian Rockies can be tricky most of the year.
Lots of depth hoar, surface hoar, ice crusts; hard wind slab over
surface hoar on top of ice crust over depth hoar...I'm sure you get
the point. Having a good understanding of how weather effects the
snow pack over long periods of time is pretty important when going
into avalanche terrain. When the snow pack is solid and the snow starts dumping it can be fantastic skiing. We get super dry powder snow and
sometimes lots of it. It is the land of extremes, when it's good, it's amazing, when it's bad, it's horrible and most of the time it's just down right
tricky!
As far as tips on gear I suggest taking what you normally take on any backcountry ski adventure. If skiing the Gandalf Cliffs on Wawa Ridge I
usually take a 30 or 60 meter 8mm rope, light weight harness and rappel kit – sometimes it is just easier to rappel the upper cliffs. When snow
caving in the Rockies I suggest taking a tarp, often the snow pack is less than 2 meters and digging a trench instead of a cave can be less of a
hassle. Lots of people will prefer to just use a tent but one 10' x 8' tarp weighs much less and you can usually create a trench for 3 to 4 people.
In the spring crampons and ice axes can be useful depending on where you are going. Taking a SPOT on any trip in this area is a good idea
because you won't get cell coverage most of the time.
For overnight trips bring warm clothes, -30ºC and below are not unusual during winter. I have used both white gas and pressurized fuel with no
problems while snow caving in the Rockies. I personally use Jet Boil stoves/fuel and it works well. In colder temperatures you may get frost on
the container which lowers the pressure but warming it with your hands for a minute usually works just fine. Running water can usually be
found in open creeks during most years and should be boiled or treated before drinking. Snow melt should also be boiled or treated. Bring cards
or a good book for overnight trips, in the winter the days are short and nights long.
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How To Use This Book
I have tried my best to group the runs into separate areas but many
of them intersect each other. You will often need to refer to different
sections for complete directions. A good example of this is Wawa
Ridge. You will need to refer to the Wawa Ridge Ascent Route
directions in order to know where to start from for different runs off
the ridge. If skiing the lower north facing runs you will then need to
follow the directions found in the Upper North Face section in
order to finally arrive at the desired run.
In the second edition I have included a Google Earth KML file to
use as a map along with the book. On trips you should have a
separate topo map of the whole area and know how to use it before
heading off into these areas. I include grid references where I
believe it is needed and you could easily draw lines/points on your
navigation map for these grid references. I usually have two maps,
one which I annotate and one I keep “clean”. I have tried my best to
state the most accurate grid references but remember that it doesn't
take much to be 100 meters off. Use your best judgment in all
cases. I use the “Banff Egypt Lake” map from Gem Trek Publishing
and I suggest using the same if following the grid references found
in this book. I prefer Gem Trek's map because the contour intervals
are 25 meters, where as the MNR's maps are 40 meters and I don't
like the “3D” shading effect. Unfortunately the “Banff Egypt Lake”
map does not include the Citadel Peak/Pass area on it, if heading
that way you will need to pick up the correct MNR map.
For each area/run I have included a general overview and
directions. The general overview may include topics such as snow
pack observations, route preferences, personal thoughts on the
area/run and even a few short stories. I have tried to keep the
directions as “meat and potatoes” as I could but a few off hand
comments may still be found.
For each trip I have included Grid Reference, Estimated Time, Vertical Gain/Loss and Total Distance. In this book, this means:
Grid Reference: For each run/climb/area important points will be given a grid reference followed by an identifying label in parenthesis. IE:
GR123456 (Main Peak). These are rough reference points and are only here to assist you as far as my instructions go. If it says “GR123456
(Start of run)” and this area is unsafe in the current conditions then please be responsible enough to ignore my recommendations and start
somewhere else or not at all.
Estimated Time: This is an estimated time frame to complete the climb/descent in “normal” conditions. Just because it says “1-2 hours”
doesn't mean it won't take you 1-2 days when it snows 2 feet overnight, drops to -40C and you have a broken arm.
Vertical Gain/Loss: Roughly the amount of vertical you will either gain or lose during a climb or descent.
Total Distance: Roughly the distance traveled horizontally (“as the crow flies”) during the climb or descent.
I do not include an ATES Rating (Avalanche Terrain Exposure Scale) for any of the runs in this book as I am not a ACMG Guide and the CAA
has limited the defining of these to them the last time I checked. If you can not tell the difference between “low angle”, “well defined avalanche
paths” and “multiple overlapping avalanche paths” then you should take some AST courses (Avalanche Skills Training). Most of the areas of
this book fall under the “Challenging” or “Complex” ratings but there is no glacier travel required for any of the runs, (Scarab Peak does have a
small “dead” glacier en route to it's summit). I do however state most avalanche danger in my descriptions when I feel it is necessary but just
because I don't say there is a danger doesn't mean that you shouldn't be looking for it!

First Descents and Run Names
As I stated in the introduction from the first edition, I am not a historical writer and most of these runs were not shown to me. I have tried my
best to provide “correct” run names but to be honest it has been one of the harder goals of this project. Most who are “in the know” don't seem
to want to help in this task so I have had to go out on a limb and either pick from a many different names I have heard or just make one myself.
I have been asked if any of the descents I have done in these areas could possibly be first descents and I have no idea. In my limited research it
seems that areas like Egypt Lake have been skied in waves, by different groups of people, over the years so it is very likely most or all of these
runs were already skied in the past. Hopefully as this area becomes more popular someone with more historical knowledge will come forward
to help correct run names and first descent information for future editions.
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Sunshine Backcountry
Some of the best and most easily accessible backcountry terrain in this book can be found beyond the Sunshine Village Resort boundary lines.
You can find a large assortment of terrain in these areas, everything from steep alpine runs to committing pillow lines. Do remember though
that these are truly backcountry areas, there are no ski patrol nor are the areas avalanche controlled. With the purchase of a lift pass you can
often lap many of these runs 2, 3 or more times within a day but if you wish to earn your turns you can also tour up the ski out and onto any of
these areas fairly easily. Although you are allowed to travel within the resort without a lift ticket you may not use the lifts or go into closed
and/or restricted areas within the resort. For more information on this please contact Sunshine Resort directly.
Grid Reference: GR865633 (Sunshine Ski Area parking lot) GR853594 (Sunshine Village)
Estimated Time: 1.5-2.5 hour climb using Sunshine's ski out
Vertical Gain/Loss: 525 gain to Sunshine Village using Sunshine's ski out
Total Distance: 5.7km to Sunshine Village using Sunshine's ski out
Lift Access Directions: Purchase a lift ticket at the base of the resort and take the gondola to the village. From here you can take secondary
lifts to access the starting areas for the many backcountry destinations.
Earn Your Turns Directions: Follow the 5.7km ski out for a fairly easy and quick way to tour up to the village. From the village follow low
angled green runs to the top of the secondary lifts, refer to the large trail map at the village to see which runs are open for use. You can also
access Wawa Ridge, Twin Cairns and the Simpson Pass area by using the Healy Creek Trail. From the back parking lot at Sunshine Resort
follow the Lower Canyon run for about 15 minutes until turning right onto the Healy Creek Trail at the first fork. After about 3km you will
come to the first Healy Creek avalanche paths, cross the creek to your left and follow the forest drainage to the south. After about 1.5km of
heading south you will hit the alpine after a short but steep section of climbing, (Healy Main Drain run). From here head south-west towards
Twin Cairns to access the area just west of Sunshine Resort. Some parties also take the Simpson Pass Trail as used in the summer but you are
adding about 3km more than the above suggestion.

Citadel Peak
Although I never have, some people ski the north couloir of Citadel Peak as a day trip from Sunshine Village. Skiing the East Bowl or
attempting the Summit Route that I describe may be a bit of a stretch for a day trip but likely do-able in a long day with a Sunshine lift ticket.
The views from the Citadel Peak area can be rewarding in their own right, you get excellent views of the Simpson Ridge and Police Meadows
areas from the cliffs over the Simpson River.
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Citadel Lake Tour
A day tour from Sunshine Village to Citadel Lake offers a nice day out mostly at or above tree line with good views.
Grid Reference: GR895528 (Citadel Lake)
Estimated Time: 3-4 hours one way from Sunshine Resort boundary
Vertical Gain/Loss: +200/-200 one way from Sunshine Resort boundary
Total Distance: 7.5km one way from Sunshine Resort boundary
Directions: If you have a lift ticket take the Standish chair lift and gain access to the backcountry via the backcountry gate to the south-east.
Follow the south-east ridge down to Rock Isle Lake and head south below Quartz Ridge. If you have toured up to the village head towards the
bottom of the Divide chair lift using the green runs to the east of the Strawberry chair lift and head south below to Quartz Ridge. If avalanche
danger is in question you can stay inside the thicker trees to the east of Quartz Ridge, otherwise following the trim line is the usual route. You
will soon enter the alpine area below Quartz Hill, you will want to trend climber's left to stay away from the run out zone until reaching the
pass between Quartz Hill and it's eastern ridge. Alternatively it can also make sense to head directly to the large open meadow south east of
Quartz Hill which leads to a series of less threatening tree lane ways heading towards Quartz Hill's eastern ridge, where you want to trend
climber's right to reach the pass. From the pass you can ski down to Howard Douglas Lake and then find a ridge line feature heading south east,
directly towards Citadel Peak. If you find yourself heading south west you will likely be going down a drainage that leads down to the Simpson
River, this is a bad idea. Once on the flats weave through tree islands via slight drainages heading directly towards Citadel Peak. Citadel Lake
is found directly below the north aspect of Citadel Peak. To return to Sunshine
Village follow your route back. Some parties may be lured into traveling on the
east side of Quartz Hill's eastern ridge highpoint but this route is not faster, easier
or safer than access to the pass on Quartz Hill.

Citadel Peak, North Face
Most of the North Face of Citadel Peak is a steep, rocky, wind affected alpine face
and has a couloir on it's looker's right side. The couloir is generally the go to run
for most people but surprisingly I have only skied a line down the looker's left
side of this aspect. The couloir has a large boulder in the choke and should be
suspect to heavy faceting in that area most years. Most areas of this aspect are also
threatened by large unsupported snow fields above.
Grid Reference: GR898527 (Citadel Peak North Face)
Estimated Time: 30-45 minutes
Vertical Gain/Loss: 150-250m gain depending on run
Total Distance: 200m
Directions: From Citadel Lake climb and ski the line of your choice.

Citadel Peak, East Bowl
On the east aspect of Citadel Peak you will find a bowl feature with several
opportunities to get turns in. The bowl is lee and often has cornices and knife like
features at the top. The lack of a “safe” access route means you should leave this
area for when the snow is stable. Although I've never seen run out debris from this
slope I would imagine a large event would cause the burial to be very deep as
most of the snow would funnel at the bottom.
Grid Reference: GR901525 (Citadel Peak East Bowl)
Estimated Time: 20 minutes from Citadel Lake for access, 45-60 minute laps
Vertical Gain/Loss: 250m gain
Total Distance: 1km from Citadel Lake, 400m laps
Directions: From Citadel Lake head directly east through a boulder field and
onward to Citadel Pass where you should see the bowl to the west. You may
choose to climb the east ridge to the cliff band before traversing into the middle to
gain access to the top or cut the slope to reach the break in the cliffs to attain the
same point.
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Citadel Peak, South Ridge Summit Route
This route as a day trip from Sunshine Village would be long but not impossible. The route offers amazing views of Simpson Ridge/Police
Meadows and the amazing skiing that can be had in that area. The route keeps you out of an serious avalanche danger but does present a short
3rd class scrambling crux. The summit view is outstanding for such a small peak due to it's position along The Great Divide.
Grid Reference: GR902520 (Start of South Ridge) GR899525 (Summit)
Estimated Time: 2-3 hours one way from Citadel Lake to Summit
Vertical Gain/Loss: 300m gain from Citadel Lake
Total Distance: 2.5-3km one way from Citadel Lake to Summit
Directions: From Citadel Lake head directly east through a boulder field and onward to Citadel Pass. From the pass head directly south
towards the group of trees past the cliffs and small couloirs on the southern end of the east aspect. Enter the trees continuing south until you
pop out over a small terrain trap depression below a small east facing bowl feature. Head south along the trim line before going around the
terrain trap to gain access to the lower south ridge. Follow the often wind swept ridge heading north west before the ridge turns directly north,
further along this ridge you will find a cliff band above a small snow slope. Climb the small slope center-left to the highest point where you
should find excellent hand and foot holds for about 5 meters to reach the top. From here continue north to the summit working your way
through possible cornices, knife ridges or other funky wind created snow. Once at the summit you have several options to get back down with
the accent route likely being the safest and the East Bowl being the best route to get turns.
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Quartz Hill
Quartz Hill is the double summit mountain you see across Sunshine Meadows to the
south of the resort. You get an excellent view of the climbing route from the top of the
Divide chair lift. It is a backcountry objective of many resort skiers and the south-east
peak can sometimes offer a short but steep mountaineering climb. The north-east face
has about 200m of even planed, steep, open face skiing and it can be very dangerous
due to avalanche danger. Both Quartz Hill and Quartz Ridge avalanche during most
natural cycles.
Grid Reference: GR858562 (start of Quartz Ridge)
Estimated Time: 5-7 hours car to car using lift access
Vertical Gain/Loss: 50 meter loss from Standish backcountry gate, 225 meter gain to
Quartz Hill summit, 250 meter loss from summit
Total Distance: 3.5 km from Standish backcountry gate to summit
Directions: If you have a lift ticket take the Standish chair lift and gain access to the
backcountry via the backcountry gate to the south-east. Follow the south-east ridge
down to Rock Isle Lake and climb south along Quartz Ridge. If you have toured up to
the village head towards the bottom of the Divide chair lift using the green runs to the
east of the Strawberry chair lift and onward to Quartz Ridge. Between Quartz Ridge
and Quartz Hill the ridge descends shortly before the final climb. Climbing the first
peak is generally simple but the second peak is steeper and you may have to boot pack
to the top. Both of these peaks usually have large cornices on their back sides. It is
possible to ski from the second, slightly higher peak but most people seem to ski from
the first lower peak. The descent is straight forward and near the bottom you will want
to carry speed heading back towards the resort. Follow the Citadel Pass summer trail
that is on the map to get back to the resort.
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Tri-Lake Area
To the south-west of the resort you will find three small lakes, Rock Isle Lake, Grizzly Lake and Larix Lake. All three lakes have short but
entertaining slopes above them offering a fairly easy day out in regards to effort. The rolling terrain in the area can be a bit confusing to
navigate at first but if you stick to the main drainages you should be OK getting around. With that said there has been exposure deaths in the
area in the past due to getting lost during storms and ending up far away from the resort.

Rock Isle Lake
The north aspect above Rock Isle Lake is a short but playful slope with some pillow features. Even though this is a small, short slope it is steep
enough to avalanche and the flat lake surface below creates a bit of a terrain trap.
Grid Reference: GR853575 (Rock Isle Lake) GR853573 (Rock Isle Lake Slope)
Estimated Time: 30-45 minutes from Sunshine Resort boundary, 30 minute laps using ridge, less if using slope
Vertical Gain/Loss: 50 meter gain/loss
Total Distance: 1km from Sunshine Resort boundary to top of slope, 500 meter lap loops if using the east ridge, less if using the slope
Directions: If you have a lift ticket take the Standish chair lift and gain access to the backcountry via the backcountry gate to the south-east.
Follow the south-east ridge down to Rock Isle Lake. If you have toured up to the village head towards the bottom of the Divide chair lift using
the green runs to the east of the Strawberry chair lift and then south-west towards Rock Isle Lake. Looker's left of the trees on the north aspect
you will find an easy to climb ridge ramp to the top of the slope.

Larix Lake Trees
The west aspect above Larix Lake provides some short but steep tree skiing. This area seems to get it's fair share of wind loading and often the
tree wells can be deeper than other areas.
Grid Reference: GR852566 (Larix Lake) GR854565 (top of Larix Lake Trees)
Estimated Time: 45-60 minutes from Sunshine Resort boundary to top of trees, 30-60 minute laps depending on which way you use for access
Vertical Gain/Loss: 50 meter gain for access from Sunshine Resort boundary, 150 meter gain/loss laps
Total Distance: 1.5km from Sunshine Resort boundary, 1-1.5km lap loops depending which way you use
Directions: Follow the same directions as for Rock Isle Lake but instead of dropping north, head west down hill and into the trees a little
further south along the top of the ridge. If you were thinking of lapping this area you will notice a tree lane way heading north in the trees a
short distance away from Larix Lake, following this and the drainage above will lead you back to Rock Isle Lake. You can also head south to
find some clearings leading towards the back side of Quartz Hill, heading north after hitting tree line will put you on the southern area of these
trees.
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Grizzly Glades
This area is about as close as you get for glades in the Rockies within this book. It features a number of lane ways within an old growth forest
and has less denser trees than most in this book. There are a number of large downed trees in the area creating some very playful terrain.
Grid Reference: GR844569 (Grizzly Lake) GR842573 (Grizzly Glade top)
Estimated Time: 1-1.5 hours from Standish to top of run, 45-60 minute laps
Vertical Gain/Loss: 100-200 meter gain/loss over rolling terrain for access, 150-200 meter laps in the glades
Total Distance: 1.5-2km from Standish to start of run, 300-400 meter runs with 500-700 meter skin back up to loop
Directions: From the Standish chair lift head south-west towards the south ridge of Twin Cairns over rolling tree line terrain until you reach the
lower south ridge bench. You can ski down hill from a number of locations to finish at Grizzly Lake. To lap the run head to the opening at the
north-east corner of the lake and head north a short distance before wrapping to the west to gain the upper section of the forest. You will find
several low angled tree lane ways that make for an easy up track in this area.

Larix Creek Trees
The north-east facing trees in the Larix Creek area offer some good skiing but getting into and back out of this area is a bit problematic. A
frozen waterfall blocks the entry and exit via the Grizzly Lake drainage making this area a little more effort than it may be worth.
Grid Reference: GR839566 (start of run)
Estimated Time: 1.5-2 hours from Standish to
top of run, 1-1.5 hours to get back to Grizzly
Glades area
Vertical Gain/Loss: 150-250 meter gain/loss
over rolling terrain for access, 200-300 meter laps
Total Distance: 2.5-3km from Standish to start
of run, 750-1000 meters to get back to Grizzly
Glades area
Directions: From the Standish chair lift head
south-west towards the south ridge of Twin
Cairns over rolling tree line terrain until you
reach the lower south ridge bench. Follow the
lower ridge line south along cliffs until you reach
the desired area to drop in. After taking a run
head north-west towards the large clearing and
work your way up the steeper forest area.
Alternatively you could skin up the area you
skied down as there isn't really a good way to get
out of this drainage. Do not continue down Larix Creek as you will end up really far away from anything. If you do find yourself going down
Larix Creek then head north at valley bottom to make your way back to Simpson Pass, (many hours with likely low snow levels).
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Twin Cairns
Twin Cairns is the large alpine feature along The Great Divide to the west
of the Standish chair lift. It sports everything from steep open faces,
rolling powder slopes, tight chutes and cliff drops. Traversing the ridge is
the best way to get to know Twin Cairns' different moods. Heavy winds
can lift off The Monarch from the south-west and create very strong
localized winds on this ridge very quickly. Where the mountain lacks in
vertical height it makes up for as a mini alpine playground.

Climbing and Traversing
Twin Cairns' summit ridge runs north/south and is often rocky in some
sections. You will run into all sorts of snow and depending on the year
you could be climbing along steep faces, cliffs and sometimes cornices.
Even with all those dangers, generally speaking if you are OK with
heights and stay away from the edge you should feel fine. You get
amazing panoramic views while on the ridge.
To access Twin Cairns from the resort you will either climb the north-east
ridge from the top of the Wawa chair lift or the south ridge from Standish
chair lift, both have avalanche danger attached to them.

North-East Ridge Climb
Grid Reference: GR841591 (ridge start) GR837588 (North Peak)
Estimated Time: 30-60 minute climb
Vertical Gain/Loss: 200 meter gain
Total Distance: 1.25 km
Directions: From the top of the Wawa chair lift head south-west towards
the longer, less steep ridge feature that separates Twin Cairns' north and
east faces. You may be able to skin all the way to the top but most parties
will boot pack the last steeper section to the north sub-peak.

South Ridge Climb
Grid Reference: GR845583 (ridge start) GR838580 (South Ridge)
GR837585 (Summit)
Estimated Time: 1 hour
Vertical Gain/Loss: 75 meter loss from Standish Viewpoint, 200 meter
gain to Summit
Total Distance: 2km
Directions: From the Standish chair lift head west towards Twin Cairns
climbing through the rolling east slopes of the south ridge. Once you gain
the south ridge head north to the summit. Along the way expect to run into
an exposed rocky section that you should be able to work around to the
climber's left and you will likely need to boot pack to the summit.

The Ridge Traverse
Grid Reference: GR837588 (North Peak) GR837585 (Summit)
Estimated Time: traverse between peaks should take 5 minutes
Vertical Gain/Loss: about 10 meters
Total Distance: 250 meters
Directions: From the summit head north, from the north sub-peak head
south. Between the summit and north sub-peak you may find anything
from a simple walk along rock to an overhanging cornice and even a knife
ridge some years.
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East Face
The East Face of Twin Cairns is a short but steep and committing face. The southern part which lies below the summit has a number of cliff
bands and depending on coverage may or may not be ski-able. Have a good look at the southern area before climbing and attempting a descent.
The northern section is generally less committing but is still steep. This slope avalanches during most cycles.
Grid Reference: GR837588 (North Peak) GR837585 (Summit) GR845590 (direction of travel from ridge)
Estimated Time: 5-10 minute descent
Vertical Gain/Loss: 100 meter loss for main run, another 100 meter loss back to resort
Total Distance: 200 meters main descent, another 1km back to resort
Directions: Figure out where you want to drop in and ski the slope. After skiing the upper section you will want to head into the center of the
face and keep up speed over the long flats that leads back to the resort.

South Ridge
The South Ridge of Twin Cairns offers rolling powder slopes both to the east and west sides but skiing the ridge itself is often not that great of
an option due to rocks, low snow levels and the low angle of the ridge.
Grid Reference: GR838582 (point in ridge that is usually ski-able from) GR845570 (Grizzly Lake flats)
Estimated Time: 5-15 minute descent, 1-1.5 hours to lap from Grizzly Lake
Vertical Gain/Loss: 250 meters loss
Total Distance: 1.5 km
Directions: After climbing to the ridge you can easily descend either the west or east side. The east side has rolling slopes which lead down to
the Grizzly Glades area. On the west side of the ridge you will find rolling slopes leading down to the North Simpson River. Generally
speaking you will want to stop your descent soon after you go below the tree line on the west side and on the east to not start skiing down Larix
Creek, (south of Grizzly Glades).

North Face
The North Face of Twin Cairns is a steep, short slope that is often wind loaded. I have skied it when there was deep loose powder but more
often when it has been so hard that I couldn't get a ski pole into it. Some years it is an even flat slope and in other years can develop into a small
bowl feature with vertical cornices mid-slope. This slope may be short but does avalanche during most natural avalanche cycles.
Grid Reference: GR837588 (North Peak)
Estimated Time: 5 minute descent
Vertical Gain/Loss: 125 meters loss
Total Distance: 500 meters
Directions: From the north sub-peak down climb heading north over rock until you can find good snow coverage. To the west is a small
boulder field and if for some reason you no longer want to ski the upper section you can down climb to this lower starting point. Both routes
will take you towards the Simpson Pass Area unless you head skier's right near the bottom of your run. The further west you head on the face,
the further you will end up from the resort.
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West Face
The West Face of Twin Cairns is often wind blown and each season has different slopes that can be skied. The west bench can provide a decent
but windy camp in the winter, spring and early summer (I ski here up to mid-June most years). The rolling ramp from this west bench is the
main run in the area and has a series of convex rolls with small terrain traps on the skier's right side.
Grid Reference: GR837587 (west bench)
Estimated Time: 5-10 minute descent, 1 hour to lap from below tree line
Vertical Gain/Loss: 200 meter loss to tree line and 400-500 meter loss to North Simpson River
Total Distance: 600 meters to tree line and 1-1.5 km to North Simpson River
Directions: From the summit there is sometimes a very steep chute which can be descended, you will have to head a little south from the
summit to find it (most years it's not filled in). From the north sub-peak climb or ski down to the west bench to access the West Face area.
Descend north-west to ski the main run that is usually in shape. This rolling ramp can be skied almost all the way to the North Simpson River.
Watch out for the large convex rolls and terrain traps to the skier's right of the run. If the face has good coverage it is possible to ski a number
of other lines but more often than not they are covered in wind blown rocks.
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The Doors
The Doors are probably the most popular backcountry runs near Sunshine Resort. Back
Door is the main drainage in this area and offers a few treeless lane ways off it's skier's
right wall. The Back Door Cliffs are only a short distance away from the main Back
Door hiking trail and offers some cliff drops before heading into the main drainage. Side
Door takes it up a notch with a long cliff band that offers short pillow lines and a few
hidden open powder pockets. All three of these runs end up on the power line which
leads back to the Wolverine chair lift. Most people treat these area as an extension of the
resort, often leaving their beacons and common sense behind but it is out of bounds and
therefore should be respected as backcountry terrain. Wearing a beacon and skiing with
a buddy are never bad decisions.

Back Door and Back Door Cliffs
Thousands of trips are taken down the Back Door drainage every year. The terrain in
Back Door varies from thick trees to open slopes and has small cliffs scattered
throughout. The lower section of the drainage has many fallen trees and often becomes
icy with increased traffic. The Back Door Cliffs area offers a slightly different start to
the main run but quickly enters the main drainage.
Grid Reference: GR848598 (backcountry gate) GR853606 (drainage exit)
Estimated Time: 10 minute hike to The Pad, 5-15 minutes to Wolverine lift
Vertical Gain/Loss: 300 meter loss to Wolverine lift
Total Distance: 1.25km lift to lift
Directions: From the top of the Wawa lift head towards the backcountry gate on the
skier's left side of the "Meadow Park" run, (the gate is usually covered in stickers).
There is usually a well packed trail from this point. If there is no trail then head northwest over rolling terrain to a slight ridge with light trees that heads north. To access
Back Door Cliffs head west down hill from this point to a grouping of larger trees. Head
north through the trees, or around the trees just to the west, to access the cliffs. For Back
Door continue north along the small ridge and down a short slope before entering light
trees to access “The Pad” or “The Launch Pad”, the main staging area of Back Door. At
any point after the dip in the trail you can enter the Back Door drainage to the west but
your run will be extended the further along you start. On descent follow the drainage
back to the power lines and back to the Wolverine lift.

Side Door
Side Door is almost as popular as Back Door but it is a much smaller area and is more
challenging overall. To get ready for runs like Pillow Hunt, Pillow Fight or The
Playground try lapping the more committing pillow lines that are found to the skier's
right of the main run. This area can avalanche and Parks Canada has classified it as
avalanche terrain. This is a very snowboard friendly area to get to since there are little to
no up hill sections to climb.
Grid Reference: GR852601 (backcountry gate at corner of Meadow Park)
Estimated Time: 5-10 minutes, 45 minutes to lap with lifts
Vertical Gain/Loss: 75-100 meter loss for main section of run, 300 meter loss lift to lift
Total Distance: 1 km lift to lift
Directions: From the top of Wawa lift head down the "Meadow Park" run and over the
long flat section until the run takes a sharp right turn. The main section of Side Door is
through the backcountry gate that is in front of you. About 20 meters further down the
“Meadow Park” run there will be a small opening in the trees on the skier's left side.
Follow this trail uphill a short distance to find the steeper and more challenging terrain
in the area. Traverse either area to find untracked lines. There are a number of open
powder pockets in Side Door below the steeper trees and cliffs. At the bottom head
skier's left to meet up with the power line, head down hill and back to the Wolverine
chair lift.
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Wawa Ridge
Every year hundreds of trips are made up Wawa Ridge to ski Wawa Bowl which is clearly displayed for all to see from almost anywhere at the
resort. While Wawa Bowl gets tracked out fairly fast there are many other much better and harder places to ski off this ridge. The upper north
and west faces offer rolling powder slopes into small light trees, while the lower pitches can offer some amazing steep skiing. This area is not
one to travel carelessly; in the past there have been many skier triggered avalanches, some that have cost lives.

Wawa Ridge Ascent Route and Starting Positions
Climbing Wawa Ridge is fairly straight forward. There is an avalanche bulletin posted at the backcountry gate and you should be able to
understand it in order to make a good decision on which areas can be skied and which areas should be avoided. The trail is usually boot packed
and skins are usually not needed unless it has recently snowed.

Grid Reference: GR846597 (backcountry gate) GR843600 (Wawa Hump turn off) GR844610 (green dot on pictures) GR845612 (blue dot on
pictures) GR846612 (red dot on pictures)
Estimated Time: 15 – 45 minutes depending on the run you are heading to
Vertical Gain/Loss: 50 – 125 meter gain depending on the run you are heading to
Total Distance: 1-2 km depending on the run you are heading to
Directions: From the backcountry gate at the top of Wawa lift travel north-west over rolling terrain and towards the main ridge. You should
pass the summer trail sign to your right after about five minutes (large rock at low point).
If you want to ski Wawa Hump head south along the opposite ridge line. To access all other areas descend a short slope north-west and towards
the small group of trees on the lower section of the main ridge, from here follow the ridge north.
Along the main ridge you can ski the Practice Slopes anywhere to the east or access the Simpson Pass area by descending to the west.
Continue following the main rolling ridge north until you come to the last steeper section with a boulder at the bottom (green dot in pictures)
and a cairn at the top. From here you can descend Wawa Bowl to the east and the longer descent of Wawa Ridge's Lower West Face which has
access to the Simpson Pass area to the west. You can also descend north-west from here, sneaking under Wawa Ridge's Upper West Face to
access the Black Towers run.
After climbing up the last steeper section of Wawa Ridge you will find a steep rocky cliff on the east side, this upper east face is called The
Repeater Slopes. The north-east area is where you would descend to access the lower east facing tree runs, Pillow Hunt, Pillow Fight and The
Playground (red dot in pictures). To the north-west you might find a small cairn, this area can be used as a starting point for most of the lower
north faces, Black Towers, Wizard Chutes, The Direct North Rib and Gandalf Cliffs (blue dot in pictures). The Upper West Face of Wawa
Ridge near the larger cairn can also be a good starting point for Black Towers when it has enough coverage, (which it rarely does).
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Wawa Ridge Practice Slopes / Wawa Hump
Either of these slopes would be good for someone that wants to be within sight of the resort
or lacks the skill set for the other terrain choices in this book. Wawa Hump is the little hill
between Wawa Ridge and Twin Cairns. The Practice Slopes are the short slopes to the
climber's right along Wawa Ridge before arriving at Wawa Bowl. If you are planning on
skiing Wawa Bowl you may want to take a quick lap on the Practice Slopes to test snow
stability. Even though the Practice Slopes are fairly small they have slid during natural
avalanche cycles in the past and I have witnessed several skier triggered avalanches while
hiking the ridge.
Grid Reference: GR842597 (Wawa Hump) GR844605 to GR844609 (Practice Slopes to
east of this line)
Estimated Time: 10 – 20 minutes to lap
Vertical Gain/Loss: 25 – 50 meter loss for laps and 200 meter loss more to Wolverine Lift
Total Distance: 100-200 meter run and 1-1.5km back to Wolverine Lift for Practice Slopes
Please refer to the Wawa Ridge Accent Route and Starting Positions for directions on
accessing the starting point.
Wawa Ridge Practice Slopes Directions: Drop into the slope at any time along the ridge.
The further north you go the longer the run and the less work to get across the flats which
leads back to the Back Door Cliffs area.
Wawa Hump Directions: Ski north to end up on Wawa Ridge, this route is low angled. Ski
east to have a decent run down to the flats between Wawa Hump and the top of the Wawa
chair lift. Ski south to head towards Twin Cairn's north face, this is probably the steepest
run of the four. Ski west to end up on a flat section that goes to the Simpson Pass area.

Wawa Bowl
Wawa Bowl is a popular backcountry destination for resort skiers and snowboarders at
Sunshine Resort. You can see it from almost anywhere while at the resort and if you have
skied Back Door you know you are probably not going to get lost. The snow here can
change quickly depending on the weather. It faces into the sun, getting early and long
sunlight. It also gets localized wind loading into the bowl from the west and from the south.
It is listed as an avalanche prone area by Parks Canada and skiers have triggered fatal
avalanches here before, (December 27, 1984 and January 6, 1990 just to name two
-”Avalanche Accidents in Canada Volume 4”). A convex roll down the skier's right of the
bowl usually has a cornice and there is usually one over hanging the bowl as well. The
skier's left side of the bowl has a slight ridge with thin trees and may be less risky than
skiing the other features. The middle of Wawa Bowl can be a nice easy open face descent
but the skier's right convex roll offers the steepest but usually the most unstable run. At the
bottom of Wawa Bowl there is a small tree island that is a decent regrouping point before
heading down the Back Door drainage. This bowl does get a lot of skier compaction over
the season but you should still take all things into account before dropping in.
Grid Reference: GR845609 (Wawa Bowl)
Estimated Time: 30 – 45 minutes lapping bowl, 1 – 2 hours lapping via lifts
Vertical Gain/Loss: 100 meter loss for bowl, 300 meters total to Wolverine Lift
Total Distance: 1.5km top of bowl to Wolverine Lift
Please refer to the Wawa Ridge Accent Route and Starting Positions for directions on
accessing the starting point.
Directions: Drop into the run and keep up speed for the short flat area below the bowl and
follow the main drainage leading into the Back Door area, passing Back Door Cliffs to
skier's right.
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Repeater Slopes
The Repeater Slopes are found on the upper south-east face of Wawa Ridge. The first task in skiing the Repeater Slopes is finding a line down
through the jagged rocks. The direct lines from the middle of the face can start very steep, the lines to the left and right of center offer slightly
less committing lines but are still fairly steep to start. Make sure you study the face before you try to pick a line from the top. Different lines
show up each year depending on the weather, snow pack and localized wind patterns so watch how the face changes throughout the season. The
snow here can be tricky during the winter due to cross loading and is generally best left for later in the season when it is in a true melt freeze
cycle.
Grid Reference: GR846611 (middle of upper face)
Estimated Time: 30-45 minutes lapping face, 1-2 hours lapping via lifts
Vertical Gain/Loss: 100-200 meter loss for face, 300-400 meter loss total to Wolverine Lift
Total Distance: 1.5km back to Wolverine Lift
Please refer to the Wawa Ridge Accent Route and Starting Positions for directions on accessing the starting point.
Directions: Drop into your desired line and ski down to the rolling bench and into light trees. After a short flat section you will enter thicker
trees and into the Back Door drainage. If wishing to lap stop short of the trees and access the top by either the Practice Slopes or by the northeast ridge line.

Upper North Face
Although this area is generally skied in order to access the steeper north or east faces of Wawa Ridge, it is also a great ski run in it's own right.
The Upper North Face of Wawa Ridge offers fun rolling slopes with light trees and almost always has great snow. Often the first few turns will
be on hard wind packed snow but often it quickly transitions to powder. The slope is mostly low angled but there are a few short steep sections
to be found which could avalanche and/or present terrain traps. Along the north-west ridge there is often a small cornice along a ditch feature
that could present a terrain trap.

Grid Reference: GR845612 (blue dot on pictures) GR847612 (red dot on pictures) GR852616 (The Playground) GR851618 (Pillow Hunt)
GR851620 to GR847621 (Gandalf Cliffs) GR847621 to GR846620 (Direct North Rib) GR845620 (Wizard Chutes)
Estimated Time: 5-10 minute descent to starting positions of other runs, 30-60 minutes lapping face
Vertical Gain/Loss: 200 meter loss
Total Distance: 700 meters
Please refer to the Wawa Ridge Accent Route and Starting Positions for directions on accessing the starting point.
Lapping Directions: You can pretty much ski down anywhere and make a skinning track where ever you wish. In the past I have used the
north-west ridge to skin back up. Skinning up your down track would also be a great option so others can enjoy fresh lines.
Starting Point Leading To The Playground, Pillow Fight or Pillow Hunt: You will want to start at the far north-east "sub-peak" (red dot in
pictures). Follow the climber's right cliffs and then the lower ridge that is in front of you. This "sub-peak" has a steep starting slope and the
snow is often hard wind slab but after 2 or 3 turns the wind slab turns into powder. This small beginning feature is known to avalanche.
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Directions To Get To The Playground: Descend into the open area to the skier's left of the north-east ridge. Ski over rolling terrain and into a
large flat clearing. At the north end of the clearing you will find a slight drainage and the entry point for The Playground.
Directions To Get To Pillow Fight: Go to the starting location of either The Playground or Pillow Hunt and climb a short distance towards the
other run to a high point onto cliffs over the lower forest.
Directions To Get To Pillow Hunt: Ski the more open middle bowl feature of the Upper North Face into light trees. After a small roll you will
go though a series of thicker trees until you reach a large flat clearing. Head east in the clearing until you find a slight drainage heading east
into the lower forest and onward to Pillow Hunt.
Starting Point And Directions For Gandalf Cliffs And Direct North Rib: Follow the same route as the descent for the Pillow Hunt run but
when you get to the large flat clearing head uphill directly north into the thicker trees. You will come out to either a large cliff or steep pillow
lines. The Direct North Rib is accessed on the far skier's left side and Gandalf Cliffs to the skier's right side. If following the “first timers”
directions for the Direct North Rib in this book follow the starting point and directions for Wizard Chutes.

Starting Point And Directions For Wizard Chutes: You will want to start at the north-west corner of the Upper North Face where you might
find a small cairn marking the starting position (blue dot in pictures). If the cairn has been removed go to where the shallow wind blown rocks
are. Descend between wind blown rocks and head skier's left to access the north-west rolling ridge line. Avoid the fall line to the skier's right
and connect the high points that have small sets of trees. At the last roll you will head north into flatter terrain and over a series of short uphill
ridges with thicker trees. After the thicker trees you will ski down onto the edge of either a cliff or the start of an avalanche path. If you traverse
this area you will find a large cliff with a “V” cut into it, this is a good reference point in order to know you have arrived at Wizard Chutes.
Starting Point And Directions For Black Towers: Start at the same north-west corner of Wawa Ridge as described in the Wizard Chutes
directions (blue dot in pictures) but instead descend to the skier's left of the rolling ridge line. Across the valley you will see the Healy Creek
Avalanche Paths and you will want to aim for their general direction in order to find the Black Towers run. This rolling landscape will naturally
funnel into a slight drainage and you should find yourself at the top of the Black Towers run after a short section of thicker trees. Many people
also skip the final climb over Wawa Ridge and descend from the starting point for Wawa Bowl (green dot in pictures), traversing under the
West Aspect of Wawa Ridge and over to the Black Towers drainage.
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The Playground
This run is a large steep forest drainage that has thick trees, bush and lots of 5-10 foot cliffs to
drop, some with fallen trees leaning on them to create large snow rails. At times the pitch will
be fairly steep for this type of tree coverage and you may have to traverse out of the thicker
areas. This can be a hard run for those who are used to skiing glades at the resort but most
backcountry skiers from Northern Ontario and Quebec should feel right at home.
Grid Reference: GR852616 (entry) GR857620 (exit)
Estimated Time: 10-30 minutes or more, depends on your level of tree skiing
Vertical Gain/Loss: 375 meter loss
Total Distance: 700 meters
Please refer to the Wawa Ridge Accent Route and Starting Positions and Upper North
Face for directions on accessing the starting point.
Directions: Follow the slight drainage from the flat clearing or climb to either the left or right
to access a number of pillow lines into tight trees. About 1/3 down the run you will likely run
into a large cliff within the forest. Traverse skier's left until you find a safer descent. If you
traverse skier's right around the large cliff you will run into steeper terrain with pillows and
thicker trees. As the drainage becomes more defined you will ski the main area of The
Playground where you will find large overlapping fallen trees that you will be able to ski on
and off of. Once you ski this area a few times it is possible to connect multiple trees into a
long single ski line. Soon the skier's right side should open up but if you go too far right you
will end up on the large cliff within Sunshine Creek. If you follow the main drainage you will
end up below the cliff. Once at Sunshine Creek follow the usually tracked out and bumpy trail
back to the Lower Canyon run at the resort.
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Pillow Fight
If you really like the cliffy tree sections of Side Door and always wished they
would last longer than this area is for you. Nestled between The Playground and
Pillow Hunt runs you will find an area littered with cliffs within the forest.
Skiing here is challenging even for those who are avid tree skiers.
Grid Reference: GR852617 (entry) GR857620 (exit)
Estimated Time: 10-30 minutes or more, depends on your level of tree skiing
Vertical Gain/Loss: 375 meter loss
Total Distance: 650 meters
Please refer to the Wawa Ridge Accent Route and Starting Positions and
Upper North Face for directions on accessing the starting point.
Directions: Follow the directions for either The Playground or Pillow Hunt but
traverse towards the middle of the two before entering the run where you should
find some larger cliffs to start your run. Below will be a series of different sized
cliffs within the forest, generally speaking you want to ski fall line for the first
little while but head skier's right lower down to join up with the exit for The
Playground.

Pillow Hunt
Pillow Hunt is either your idea of the perfect absolute committing line or your
worst nightmare, I generally don't get any feedback in between. The main pillow
line is a series of drops ranging from 2 to 6 meters with the full set being roughly
25-30 meters. I have had the unfortunate experience of having the main pillow
line collapse on me, my body and all the snow funneled into the tight slot to the
skier's left of the large cliff that is mid-way down. Expect heavy sluffing to react
in the same way. Pay attention to the lack of a ski out area and how you expect to
deal with that, you will pick up a fair amount of speed coming down the main
line. This drainage can be very hard to ski even when it is not tracked out. There
are many small cliffs that you will have to drop, while dropping the larger cliffs
into the forest below would likely be fatal.
Grid Reference: GR851618 (entry) GR857620 (exit)
Estimated Time: 10-30 minutes or more, depends on your level of tree skiing
Vertical Gain/Loss: 375 meter loss
Total Distance: 600 meters
Please refer to the Wawa Ridge Accent Route and Starting Positions and Upper North Face for directions on accessing the starting
point.
Directions: From the flat clearing at the bottom of the Upper North Face of Wawa Ridge head directly east. The drainage starts slow and
narrows out before you have to ski off a small cliff (2-3 meters). You can avoid this cliff by going high skier's right and down a steeper open
face that is above the cliff. After a few turns down the narrow drainage you will come out on the main pillow line. There are a number of ways
to ski these pillows but for your first time it is wise to ski down the skier's right side in the thick trees and have a look at how the slope works.
To the right of the main line there are a number of smaller cliffs that are less committing. After the main pillow line follow the narrow drainage.
To the right of the drainage there will be tight steep trees with a few small cliffs. Soon you will come to a large cliff with forest below. Traverse
skier's left to go around the cliff and then hard skier's right to join up to the bottom section of The Playground. Continuing down the drainage or
skier's left will often lead to medium sized (3-6 meters) cliffs with flat forest landings. Once you join up to The Playground you will quickly
find yourself at Sunshine Creek or directly on the Lower Canyon run.
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Gandalf Cliffs
These avalanche paths are separated from the Upper North Face by a 250 meter long cliff band and you should probably only attempt this run if
you know the snow below is going to be safe. Once you get below the cliff band it would be very hard to climb out of this area if the snow pack
was at risk of sliding. This area is steep, has complex overlapping avalanche paths and heavy sluffing should be expected. It is also fairly large
so it will take a few runs down before getting the overall feel of the area. Generally speaking the middle section has a few more trees and is a
little less steep than the skier's right section. After the fun skiing there are tons of small avalanche trees followed by thick forest and you will
end up paying for your turns. Rockies adventure skiing at it's best!
Grid Reference: GR851620 to GR847621 (entry) GR847627 to GR851628 (exit)
Estimated Time: 15 – 45 minutes, depending on time you spend cliff traversing or rappelling and your level of tree skiing
Vertical Gain/Loss: 400 meter loss to Healy Creek Trail
Total Distance: 700 meters to Healy Creek Trail, about 1 km more back to resort
Please refer to the Wawa Ridge Accent Route and Starting Positions and Upper North Face for directions on accessing the starting
point.
Directions: From the top of the cliff your first task is to try to find something ski-able within your skill level. There are two main gullies that
cut through the cliff face, both are on the skier's left side and both have extremely steep complex pillow lines down them, often with unstable
snow. There are also a number of pillow lines that you can drop between these gullies but don't underestimate just how high these drops are.
There is one gully on the skier's left side that is usually ski-able for most people, it has a very steep right side wall with a two part pillow drop
down the top half. The second part of the gully is a frozen waterfall which isn't always in the best shape but you can easily traverse to the
skier's left and back skier's right below the waterfall. Taking this gully will put you in the middle of the lower area and you will find better
skiing to the skier's right. The second option is to rappel off a tree which gives you overall better access to whatever area you wish to ski. After
skiing the paths you will enter thicker trees until you reach the Healy Creek Trail. Turn right on to the trail to get back to the resort.
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Direct North Rib
This rib is not for the faint of heart. You will be faced with skiing or traversing avalanche paths which end in large cliffs hanging over dense
forest. While on the rib you will likely have little reference as to where you are skiing and while learning this area I often found myself skiing
out onto a massive cliff platform. The pictures for this area are misleading in the sense that it looks simple enough to get down but the reality is
that you can get lost very easy and “just going down” in this area could lead to serious trouble. This area is a no fall zone, one miss step or
mismanaged sluff could be fatal in the wrong spot. This is one of my favorite places to ski on Wawa Ridge due to the challenging down hill
route finding problems that it offers.
Grid Reference: GR847621 to GR846620 (entry) GR843626 to GR847627 (exit)
Estimated Time: 15-30 minutes depending on your down hill route finding skills
Vertical Gain/Loss: 400 meter loss
Total Distance: 600 meters to Healy Creek Trail, about 1.5 km more back to resort
Please refer to the Wawa Ridge Accent Route and Starting
Positions and Upper North Face for directions on accessing the
starting point.
First Timers Directions: There are many individual runs in this
area. The directions here are a good “first timers” descent (picture
to right). Descend the Upper North Face of Wawa Ridge to the
start of the Wizard Chutes run and find the “V” cut in a large cliff.
Traverse skier's right over the Y chute feature and along a large
cliff with forest below. Ski down the skier's right chute and head
skier's left into the trees directly below the cliff. You will find a
short treeless lane way here. As the lane way ends bush whack a
short distance to the skier's right to find a second short treeless lane
way. Continue skier's right through thinning trees while hugging
the skier's left trim line. The main rib area is to the skier's right of
this route with the more extreme lines in the area even further to
the skier's right of the rib. Traverse skier's right with cliffs above
and below you until reaching an avalanche path below. Follow this
avalanche path down and into the thicker bush before exiting onto
the Healy Creek Trail. Turn right to head back to the resort.
Old Timers Directions: From the clearing at the bottom of the
Upper North Face of Wawa Ridge travel north over rolling terrain
until you reach one of the main starting chutes for the Direct North
Rib. There are a number of avalanche paths in this area, some will
be ski-able, some won't. Most years the rib area will have the worst
coverage. The skier's right paths have big pillow lines midway
down, if coverage is bad you can rappel off a tree to continue skiing the avalanche path that you have picked. After skiing any of these
avalanche paths you will enter thicker bush before exiting onto the Healy Creek Trail. Turn right to head back to the resort.
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Wizard Chutes
These two avalanche paths have large open starting zones that lead into tighter bottle necks
with large run out zones. I have had the unfortunate pleasure of watching some large
avalanches run full path here in the past. I have also almost lost a friend to an avalanche here
but luckily he got caught on a tree in one of the bottle necks and was only buried up to his
waist, the deposit at the bottom was over 3 meters deep. Avalanches here run very fast and
when a slab releases there are often large overhanging sections that will still threaten your
escape. The main open slope is about 45 degrees and may have slightly steeper micro features
on the skier's left side. There is a nice 6-8 meter cliff in the glades below the “V” cut cliff with
pillows in the trees to the skier's right of the cliff. In early season the avalanche trees in the
bottom half can be a little annoying but after a few large avalanches they will be covered up
and you can really rip down this run!
Grid Reference: GR845620 (entry) GR841625 (exit)
Estimated Time: 5-10 minutes
Vertical Gain/Loss: 400 meter loss
Total Distance: 700 meters to Healy Creek Trail, about 1.75 km more back to resort
Please refer to the Wawa Ridge Accent Route and Starting Positions and Upper North
Face for directions on accessing the starting point.
Directions: Find a large cliff between two avalanche paths with a “V” cut into it. To the skier's
left is the main avalanche path. Skier's right of the “V” cut has a Y chute feature which leads
into a steep glade run. Below the “V” cut cliff you will find pillows and another large cliff. If
you head hard skier's right from the Y chute you can connect to The Direct North Rib area.
Regardless of which avalanche path you take you will run into a short section of forest before
coming out onto the Healy Creek Trail. Turn right on the trail to head back to the resort.

Black Towers
This chute has large rock walls making it feel
more like a short couloir when you first enter
it. The skier's left wall also offers a number of
different pillow lines. This area is steep and
although it receives a lot of traffic you should
still watch for signs of unstable snow before fully committing to the run.
Grid Reference: GR842617 (entry) GR837624 (exit)
Estimated Time: 10-20 minutes
Vertical Gain/Loss: 375 meter loss
Total Distance: 900 meters to Healy Creek Trail, about 2.5 km more back to resort
Please refer to the Wawa Ridge Accent Route and Starting Positions and Upper North
Face for directions on accessing the starting point.
Directions: To the skier's left you will be able to ski a number of pillow lines if the snow has
built up enough, otherwise ski the main fall line into the chute from the middle. Stay skier's
right at the bottom to enter a short section of trees to access a clearing. Enter the forest and
travel over flat sections before reaching Healy Creek. Either follow the creek to find the Healy
Creek Trail or cross the creek and climb a short uphill section to find the trail quicker. Once on
the Healy Creek Trail turn right to head back to the resort.
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Lower West Face
The Lower West Face of Wawa Ridge offers a bunch of different terrain from cliff bands, steep faces, tight chutes and christmas tree glades. At
the bottom of this run you will have to climb up and over a small ridge to gain access to The Simpson Pass area. There is a clear open area
below the Lower West Face and most people will be tempted to go into the cleared drainage feature and down into White Wizard (The
Graveyard) run. The White Wizard has a large ice waterfall on it and should be avoided unless you intend to do a little ski mountaineering to
get out.
Grid Reference: GR843603 (shortest run start) to GR844610 (green dot – longest run start) GR838609 (white wizard start)
Estimated Time: 5-15 minutes
Vertical Gain/Loss: 100 – 175 meter loss
Total Distance: 500 meters
Please refer to the Wawa Ridge Accent Route and Starting Positions for directions on accessing the starting point.
Directions: The most direct way to ski this slope is to start from the last flat section before the final steep climb along Wawa Ridge (green dot
on picture). Ski over rolling benched terrain before descending an open slope down onto a large open flat area. If you start earlier on Wawa
Ridge you will ski over flats and down a steeper but shorter slope and end up to the south of the large open flat area. Between these two options
you will find a series of cliffs and tight chutes that you can ski (rock fall area). Many of these isolated slopes do avalanche regularly.
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Simpson Pass Area
The Simpson Pass Area offers lots of different terrain, from short steep tight
chutes to low angled glades and the area is generally less committing than
the avalanche paths on Wawa Ridge. The White Wizard (The Graveyard)
offers some great pillow skiing but ends at a large waterfall cliff. Healy
Main Drain and Secondary Drain both have treeless lane ways, glades and
short pillow lines. The Dinosaur Head offers the closest thing to alpine lines
but quickly turns into tree skiing.
For this book I named this area in account to the Simpson Pass Trail that
runs through the area, the actual pass is further to the south-west. The
Simpson Pass Trail connects Sunshine Resort to the Healy Creek Trail in
the summer. The summer trail wraps north of The Dinosaur Head, to the
south of Healy Main Drain and onward to the south area of Wawa Ridge's
Lower West Face and finally over the low point between Wawa Ridge and
Wawa Hump. I named the high point of this alpine plateau The Dinosaur
Head in reference to the way the area looks on a map.

Travelling Around The Simpson Pass Area
Before heading into the Simpson Pass area have a good look at it from
different points along Wawa Ridge. From above and on the map the area
looks fairly flat but you will find lots of micro features within the terrain
that can offer slightly tricky route finding.
Grid Reference: GR831600 (Dinosaur Head) GR835606 (Healy Main
Drain start point) GR832618 (Healy Main Drain exit) GR831607 (Healy
Secondary Drain starting) GR830613 (Healy Secondary Drain low point –
hike out start) GR838609 (White Wizard start) GR836612 (White Wizard
waterfall) GR828590 (Simpson Pass Trees)
Directions: The north-east area which leads to the White Wizard (The
Graveyard) run has a large open flat clearing. Head south to slowly climb a
thinning drainage with a cliff band to your left and small tree ridge to your
right. Head west over rolling terrain for 1km to The Dinosaur Head. Half
way to The Dinosaur Head descend north to meet up with Healy Main
Drain. If you have dropped in early off of Wawa Ridge continue west from
the low point to access The Dinosaur Head.
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Dinosaur Head
This high point offers the closest thing to alpine skiing within the Simpson Pass Area. You will find a large chute descending to the north and a
more narrow one higher up to the north-west. Depending on the year there may be two or three chutes on the west aspect. Between the chutes
are large cliffs that have rock fall landings. Below the cliff bands you will find open areas leading into glades which may have sections of steep
pillow drops that may or may not be ski-able depending on snow coverage.
Grid Reference: GR831600 (dinosaur head)
Estimated Time: 20-40 minute climb depending on starting point
Vertical Gain/Loss: 100 meter gain
Total Distance: 1 – 1.5 km
Please refer to the Travelling Around The Simpson Pass Area for directions on accessing the starting point.
Directions: If heading to Healy Main Drain you will want to head back east and you will likely not want to go all the way to the high point in
the first place. To meet up with Healy Secondary Drain ski one of the northern chutes and traverse into the forest (see Healy Secondary Drain
directions below). If skiing one of the western chutes be careful not to drop south of Simpson Pass so you can reconnect to the Healy Creek
Trail and back to the resort.

Healy Main Drain
This is by far the most popular run in the Simpson Pass Area, it is straightforward and hard to get lost once you are in the drainage. Many
people refer to this run/area by the name “Healy Drainage”. I have altered it slightly because this book also covers the Healy Pass area. There is
a nice steep but short chute feature to the skier's left of the run with multiple pillow lines on either side of the chute. The ski out from this run is
flat, long and usually well travelled.
Grid Reference: GR835606 (start point) GR832618 (exit)
Estimated Time: 15-25 minutes
Vertical Gain/Loss: 300 meter loss
Total Distance: 1.5 km to Healy Creek Trail, about 3 km more back to resort
Please refer to the Travelling Around The Simpson Pass Area for directions on accessing the starting point.
Directions: To the east of The Dinosaur Head descend rolling terrain with light trees and onward to a short steeper slope within thicker trees.
The short steep slope is the main run within Healy Main Drain. If you traverse under the skier's left cliff wall you will notice a short but steep
chute above you and a large cleared area in front and below you. You can access the top of the chute by skiing or hiking onto the high point
west of Healy Main Drain. Follow the fairly flat drainage back to Healy Creek where you may have to cross open water with a short uphill hike
back to the Healy Creek Trail. Turn right onto the trail and ski back to the resort.
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Healy Secondary Drain
This much less popular drainage is rarely tracked out but offers a more consistent pitch than Healy Main Drain otherwise they are very similar
runs. The main disadvantages of this run when compared to Healy Main Drain is you end up further away from the resort with a bit more of a
hike to get back to the Healy Creek Trail. The larger open sidewalls along this run could pose avalanche/terrain trap risks.
Grid Reference: GR831607 (starting) GR830613 (low point – hike out start)
Estimated Time: 15-20 minutes with 10-15 minute hike out to Healy Creek Trail
Vertical Gain/Loss: 250 meter loss
Total Distance: 500 meters to Healy Creek Trail, about 3.5 km more back to resort
Please refer to the Travelling Around The Simpson Pass Area for directions on accessing the starting point.
Directions: From the top of the Dinosaur Head ski directly north to the skier's left of the high point in the forest. At first you will have to
traverse in the forest, resisting fall line to the west. Once in the obvious clear lane way follow the natural fall line. There are options to go high
on either side of this run where you will find short pillow lines to drop. Once at Healy Creek you will need to climb back out to the Healy
Creek Trail, turn right on the trail to head back to the resort.

White Wizard (The Graveyard)
In the previous edition of this
book I had named this run “The
Graveyard”, after the book
came out I heard indirectly
from Parks staff that it had long
been called White Wizard. This
run offers long, playful pillow
lines in a tight drainage but
quickly comes to an end at a
large ice waterfall cliff. The
first time I skied this run I had
no idea there would be a
waterfall and I almost skied
right off it, make sure not to
make the same mistake! To get
out of the drainage you will
need to do a little exposed down
climbing which adds a little
variety to your day. Every year
people travelling here from the
resort get rescued off this waterfall, if you decide to go down this run please be sure you can get yourself out of it.
Grid Reference: GR838609 (start) GR836612 (waterfall)
Estimated Time: 5-10 minute run, 10-15 minute down climb/ski
out to Healy Main Drain
Vertical Gain/Loss: 100 meter loss to waterfall, another 50 meter
loss to Healy Main Drain
Total Distance: 500 meters to Healy Main Drain run, another 1 km
to Healy Creek Trail and 3 km back to resort
Please refer to the Travelling Around The Simpson Pass Area
for directions on accessing the starting point.
Directions: From the large flat open area below the Lower West
Face of Wawa Ridge go west into the drainage clearing. Ski the
short steep section of terrain and follow fall line into the drainage.
Ski over small pillows before stopping short of going over the
waterfall which has a fairly icy landing most years. Climb the
skier's left wall to find a small chimney facing west. Down climb
the chimney and traverse skier's left out of the chute to remove the
cliff exposure that is directly below. Ski down and into the trees to
join up with the Healy Main Drain run. If you traverse skier's right under the cliff you will find yourself under the waterfall. Ski fall line to join
up with Healy Main Drain. Follow the fairly flat forest drainage back to Healy Creek where you may have to cross open water with a short
uphill hike back to the Healy Creek Trail. Turn right onto the trail and ski back to the resort.
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Simpson Pass Trees
I've used this route mostly as part of the SSV Highline Access Route for Egypt Lake Shelter but it can also offer some good tree skiing from the
resort. The disadvantage to this run is that you end up with a fairly long route to get back to the ski resort.
Grid Reference: GR828590 (Simpson Pass Trees)
Estimated Time: 1 hour from Wawa lift to start of run, 15-20 minute run, 2 hours back to resort
Vertical Gain/Loss: 50-100 meter gain/loss over rolling terrain for access, 200-400 meter loss depending on run
Total Distance: 2km from Sunshine Resort to start of run, 400-500 meter run, 2-3km from bottom of run back to Healy Creek Trail and
another 6km back to the resort on Healy Creek Trail
Directions: From the top of Wawa lift head west between Wawa Hump and the North Face of Twin Cairns over rolling terrain. There are a
number of high points to the looker's right and this is usually where I start but realistically you can just keep heading west until you enter the
trees below. If you ski down hill too far skier's right you will end up above a long cliff band within the forest, there are a number of broken
sections that you can ski down. If you can not find a section through the cliffs then traverse skier's left until you reach the end of the cliff band.
Once at the valley flats head north (skier's right) to gain access to Simpson Pass, going south will bring you into the North Simpson River and
far away from civilization. Once at Simpson Pass keep heading north to meet up with Healy Creek Trail with about 6km to return to the resort.
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Healy Creek
Healy Creek is the main drainage for the area north and west of Sunshine Resort and offers several options for good days out. Most of the runs
described here are serious avalanche paths that run during most natural cycles. If you are planning on skiing the avalanche paths it would be
wise to keep track of avalanche activity in this area while skiing at Sunshine Resort, you can get excellent views of all paths while hiking and
skiing Wawa Ridge.

Healy Creek Access
Grid Reference: GR852628 (north turn off to access ridge line) GR847634 (bottom of main Mount Bourgeau avalanche path) GR838636 (first
waterfall) GR835637 (second waterfall) GR828627 (Healy Creek Path 3 alpine start) GR832620 (Healy Creek Path 3 bottom) GR828623
(Healy Creek Path 1 and 2 high point) GR830619 (Healy Creek Path 1 and 2 bottom) GR823624 (Big V start) GR829616 (Big V bottom)
GR822608 (north turn off to access Y Drainage) GR804604 (Healy Creek Ridge Glades access point) GR809613 (Healy Creek Ridge Glades
descent start)
Estimated Time: Along Healy Creek Trail: 20 minutes from parking lot to first bridge, 1 hour more to Path 1 and 2, 45 minutes more to start of
Y Drainage, 1 hour more to tree line to access Healy Creek Ridge Glades. 3-4 hours to alpine using Harvey Drainage/ridge climb, another 3045 minutes to top of The Big V on alpine ridge.
Vertical Gain/Loss: 525 meter gain on Healy Creek Trail to tree line to access Healy Creek Ridge Glades, 725 meter gain to top of The Big V
Total Distance: 7.7 km on Healy Creek Trail to tree line to access Healy Creek Ridge Glades, 6.5 km to top of The Big V using Harvey Pass
drainage to ridge line
Directions: From the parking lot at Sunshine Resort head to the back of the lodge near the warehouse to find the Healy Creek trail head. The
bottom part of this trail is also the Lower Canyon ski out run. At the first fork turn right onto the Healy Creek Trail and down hill to the first
bridge, (Sunshine Creek). From here you have two options, you can either follow the trail to gain access from the bottom of the runs or head
into the Bourgeau Meadows area to gain access from the top of The Big V and Path 3 runs.
Healy Creek Trail Directions: To access the runs in this area from the bottom follow the obvious and usually well traveled Healy Creek Trail.
From the first bridge it will take roughly 45-60 minutes to the second bridge to cross Healy Creek. The first Healy Creek Avalanche Paths are
about 10-15 minutes further along the trail. The bottom of The Big V is another 10 minutes from the first avalanche paths. The Y Drainage
entry is found at the Healy Creek Campground just before arriving at the Simpson Pass turn off. Head right at the Simpson Pass turn off to
continue up the Healy Creek Trail for a steeper section for about 45-60 minutes before arriving at tree line, this is the starting position for the
Healy Glades climb.
Ridge Route Directions: The second option is to climb the ridge line that meets up with the top of Healy Creek Avalanche Path 3 or to follow
the Bourgeau Meadows drainage. These options will not allow you to ski Healy Path 1 or 2 directly but gives you alpine access to Path 3 and
The Big V. The ridge route is mostly rolling dense forest, the drainage is straight forward but does have small waterfalls that may or may not be
filled in and travels within terrain traps. After the first bridge travel about 500 meters on the Healy Creek Trail until you climb a short steeper
section that ends in a small “S” turn before flattening out again. From here head north down a short section of bush before ending up on Healy
Creek, cross the creek and continue directly north up the steep creek wall through trees. Boot packing a short section may be required here.
Continue north over rolling terrain until you can see the bottom of Mount Bourgeau's main avalanche path in the distance. From here you can
either head west along the ridge line route or head north west and follow the lower angled drainage route, both described below.
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Ridge Line Directions: The ridge line route follows the rolling terrain along the ridge towards the Healy Creek Avalanche Paths. Stay on the
climber's left side of the high point as the climber's right side often cliffs out and is steeper overall. At tree line you will need to head climber's
right to gain access to the alpine. This area often has thin to thick wind slab issues and receives cross loading. At the highest point you will be
directly over Path 3's alpine start. To access The Big V follow the alpine ridge along the often wind swept rock to the start of the run.
Drainage Directions: The drainage option is often your best bet as long as the small waterfalls have frozen and filled in with snow. Taking the
line of least resistance follow the climber's left drainage that leads to Bourgeau Meadows. This drainage is mostly flat with steep climber's left
walls and less steep rolling forest terrain on climber's right. If the waterfalls are running or the terrain trap walls look fishy use the climber's
right terrain to work around them. After roughly 1 hour of skinning you should come out to a large clearing just below tree line. From here you
can head south to meet up with the last section of the ridge line route or you can continue along the drainage to access the bottom of Bourgeau
Meadows. Once in the bottom of Bourgeau Meadows you will see Center Peak to the looker's left and the ascent for East Bowl on looker's
right. Climb the low angled mini-bowl feature on the climber's left side of Center Peak to arrive at the top of The Big V, with Path 3's alpine
start a short climb to the north-east.
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Healy Creek Avalanche Paths
The first avalanche paths that you cross on the Healy Creek Trail offer some great skiing that you can lap multiple times in a day. I've named
the paths 1, 2 and 3 from looker's left to right. Path 1's upper section is more narrow than the other paths, which adds some variety to the area.
Path 2 is a little shorter and I generally only ski it on my way to Path 3. Path 3 is the largest and longest and the alpine section offers a fairly
technical descent. The top section of Path 3 is lee, often has isolated pockets of wind slab and I have seen large avalanches run full path here
regularly. The upper face is steep and exposed and although an amazing run please proceed with caution. All of these paths slide during most
natural avalanche cycles so be sure of the snow before committing.
Grid Reference: GR828627 (Healy Creek Path 3 alpine start) GR832620 (Healy Creek Path 3 bottom) GR828623 (Healy Creek Path 1 and 2
high point) GR830619 (Healy Creek Path 1 and 2 bottom)
Estimated Time: 1-1.5 hours to bottom of paths using Healy Creek Trail, 45 minutes to lap Path 1 and 2, 45 minutes to 1-1.5 hours to lap Path
3 depending on starting point
Vertical Gain/Loss: 250 meter loss for Path 1 and 2 run, 475 meter loss for full Path 3 run
Total Distance: 3.5-4 km to bottom of Path 1 and 2 from parking lot
Please refer to Healy Creek Access for directions on accessing the starting point.
Directions: To access both Path 1 and 2 from the bottom skin up the slight ridge with light trees that separates them. The skinning on the top
half can become awkward at times. To access Path 3 from the bottom skin up through the trees on either side of the path. The climber's right
becomes tricky at the large cliff and can be avoided by entering the forest earlier on to gain the ridge. The climber's left climb ends at a smaller
cliff above the trees. Climbing above this cliff can be tricky due to localized wind patterns creating isolated pockets of wind slab between thin
WI2 ice climbing. If you are feeling adventurous I suggest taking ice axes and crampons for this short alpine like climb to the top of Path 3,
following the climber's left ridge that hangs over Path 2.

The Big V
This is probably the largest terrain feature within the Healy Creek area and one of my favorites. I have caught many resort skiers day dreaming
over this run while hiking up Wawa Ridge. It presents the skier with a long day trip with a committing descent. At the top of this run there is a
small convex slope that I usually ski cut once or twice before committing to the actual run. Below the convex slope there is a large bench and I
have never seen one of my cuts connect to the main path (doesn't mean it won't one day). Inside the main run the skier's right wall offers spine
like skiing in early winter but by spring is steep open face (too bad about the massive overhanging cornice above it). The middle section is your
basic avalanche path and sometimes finishes with two rock “chute” options near the bottom depending on coverage. If you head off the main
track and into the skier's right trees you'll find some nice old growth glades. The skier's left wall is often wind swept and very rocky. This area
should be traveled with caution, on February 11, 1990 four backcountry skiers were killed in an avalanche from The Big V run (“Avalanche
Accidents in Canada Volume 4”). In January 2012 I came across a large slide that removed many mature trees and cleared the run down to the
creek. This run is really amazing and offers one of the longer descents in the area but be careful ticking this one off the list!
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Grid Reference: GR823624 (Big V start) GR829616 (Big V bottom)
Estimated Time: 5-7 hours car to car either way you access the run
Vertical Gain/Loss: 700 meter gain to top of run from parking lot, 400 meter loss for run
Total Distance: 12-15 km car to car, depending which climbing route you take
Please refer to Healy Creek Access and Healy Creek Y Drainage for directions on accessing the starting point.
Directions: Ski the short convex roll at the top of the bowl and over the flat bench to a small tree triangle. From here you can ski the main fall
line into the heart of the run or head skier's right for the steeper lines. Near the bottom the slope's angle will let up and you should be able to ski
all the way down to Healy Creek. Follow the Healy Creek Trail back to the parking lot at the resort.

Healy Creek Y Drainage
This drainage just south-west of The Big V, is a fun little run and is a great way to
access Lost Horse Creek, Bourgeau Meadows or the top of The Big V. The drainage
starts fairly wide but soon becomes tight with unsupported walls. I have seen
avalanche deposits here that were likely over 10 meters in depth and have taken out
mature trees. The run back down the Y Drainage can be great fun with good snow but
painful during late spring with a large pack.
Grid Reference: GR822608 (north turn off to access Y Drainage)
Estimated Time: 1-1.5 hours depending how far you go into the alpine
Vertical Gain/Loss: 300 meter gain to mid-alpine
Total Distance: 1-2 km
Please refer to Healy Creek Access for directions on accessing the starting point.
Directions: From the Healy Creek Campground head north-west into the forest. If
you have come to the Simpson Pass Trail turn off you have gone too far up the Healy
Creek Trail. At first you probably won't recognize that you are in a drainage but soon
the creek bed will make it obvious. As the trail tightens you will have a lot of decision
making to do, both of the upper start zones get sun during the day and most of the
slopes are unsupported where the slope and the creek meet. Half way up the drainage
you will be presented with the “Y” fork. At this point you can try to climb through the
thicker trees between the fork (awkward slow skinning) or head up one of the even
tighter drainage routes. Both routes in the drainage have steep unsupported walls. I
prefer the climber's right side. At tree line you have several options to extend the run
if you are descending the same way. Head west to connect to the short but steep east
face runs of Healy 1 Peak. Head north for the more mellow south-east ridge of Center
Peak. Heading north also gives you access to Lost Horse Creek, Bourgeau Meadows
and the top of The Big V.

Healy Glades
Just west of the Healy Creek Y Drainage there is a south facing glade area off Healy 1
Peak's southern ridge. It may take a few laps before you get a feel for this area due to
the rolling terrain. I have often found some pretty good powder snow in this area, it is well shaded and slightly lee. There are also a few hidden
treeless lane ways in the area. This makes for a nice and relatively safe alternative to the other areas in Healy Creek if the snow wasn't as safe
as you thought before heading out.
Grid Reference: GR804604 (Healy Creek Ridge Glades access point) GR809613 (Healy Creek Ridge Glades descent start)
Estimated Time: 30-45 minute climb, 5-15 minute run
Vertical Gain/Loss: 200 meter gain to top of run, 200-400 meter loss back to trail
Total Distance: 1km to top of run
Please refer to Healy Creek Access for directions on accessing the starting point.
Directions: At the Simpson Pass Trail fork go climber's right following the Healy Creek Trail through a steeper section until you hit tree line.
Follow the trim line towards Healy 1 Peak's southern ridge. Descend into the forest to the climber's right at any time, with the longer runs being
near the top where you meet the ridge line of Healy 1 Peak. On descent you will run into a number of small ridges within the forest and will
likely have to punch through a number of thicker tree sections at times before learning the area.
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Healy Pass
After a few hours of skinning up Healy Creek Trail you are rewarded with mostly
short, low angled ski runs at Healy Pass. Most of the runs around Healy Pass are
generally not high risk where avalanches are concerned and this is probably what
makes it so popular. There are a few runs in this area that do offer the more
adventurous skier options; the Monarch Ramparts offer some short but steep runs
and Healy 3 Peak's South-East Face boasts a nice long alpine run. If you are heading
onward to the Egypt Lake area then you will need to climb up to the pass and
descend the west side which offers some low angled tree skiing.

Healy Pass Access
Regardless of where you are heading in the area you will likely want to climb to the
actual pass. Many parties follow the summer trail and this is a good option if you
plan on skiing the Summer Trail Slopes. The fastest and easiest way to get to the
pass to is to follow the line of least resistance directly to the west along the creek
bed. By taking the creek bed route you only cut the distance to the pass by about
150 meters when compared to the summer trail but you do not gain/lose
unnecessary altitude and can access the Monarch Ramparts runs quicker.
Grid Reference: GR804604 (alpine start) GR794613 (Healy Pass)
Estimated Time: from the parking lot 3 hours to alpine start of Healy Creek Trail, 1
hour more to Healy Pass
Vertical Gain/Loss: 150 meter gain from alpine start to Healy Pass
Total Distance: 1.5 km from alpine start to Healy Pass
Please refer to Healy Creek Access for directions on accessing the starting
point.
Directions: After following the Healy Creek Trail you will reach a creek bed at tree
line. Follow the creek bed heading west using the flattest section of terrain towards
the Monarch Ramparts. There will be rolling features on either side of the creek bed
(the summer trail route to climber's right). As you get closer to the Monarch
Ramparts head to the climber's right for Healy Pass or to the climber's left of the
Monarch Rampart's head wall to access both the Monarch Ramparts and North
Bowl.

Summer Trail Slopes
The Summer Trail Slopes offer low risk, low angled skiing for those looking for an
easy day out. Sometimes while heading to Egypt Lake Shelter it is nice to climb to
the pass, drop off some weight and take a few quick laps here. It would also be a
good place for beginner backcountry skiers but it is a pretty long skin in compared
to other places you could go in the park and you still need to pass through avalanche
terrain to get there in the first place. This area is best combined with a run like
Healy 3 Peak's South-East Face than as a destination on it's own.
Grid Reference: GR798611 to GR802609 (Summer Trail Slopes)
Estimated Time: 15-30 minute laps
Vertical Gain/Loss: 25-50 meters
Total Distance: 200 meters
Please refer to Healy Creek Access and Healy Pass Access for directions on
accessing the starting point.
Directions: Either skin up to Healy Pass and descend east onto the rolling terrain or
just skin up the summer hiking trail and ski down one of the main short gullies.
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East Pass Descent
Fairly similar to the Summer Trail Slopes in the way that it isn't much of an interesting run, usually just a quick way to get home after a few
days at Egypt Lake Shelter. This area usually suffers from wind effect which can make the downhill skiing less than enjoyable.
Grid Reference: GR794613 (Healy Pass)
Estimated Time: 30-60 minute laps
Vertical Gain/Loss: 100 meters
Total Distance: 1 km
Please refer to Healy Creek Access and Healy Pass Access for directions on accessing the starting point.
Directions: Once at the pass ski east, south-east or climb towards Healy 3 Peak a little and go slightly north of the Summer Trail Slopes. Lots
of ways to skin this cat but in the end it is all fairly low angled terrain.
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Healy 3 Peak South-East Face
Healy 3 Peak is the unofficial name of the peak to the north of Healy Pass. This is
one of my favorite way to end a trip at Lost Horse Creek or Egypt Lake in late
spring. When you combine this run with the lower Summer Trail Slopes it makes
for a long and fast run back to the Healy Creek Trail. Like the other southern faces
of the Healy Peaks this one is also best left for mid to late spring. It suffers less
from depth hoar than the other peaks due to wind loading but does avalanche
during most natural cycles and usually has multiple cornices. The run itself isn't
anything too crazy but has a really nice alpine feel with amazing views of the
whole area!
Grid Reference: GR797623 (Healy 3 Peak)
Estimated Time: 30-45 minute climb from Healy Pass, 5-10 minute run
Vertical Gain/Loss: 150 meter gain from pass, 300 meter loss back to Healy
Creek Trail at tree line
Total Distance: 0.5-2 km depending on how far you descend
Please refer to Healy Creek Access and Healy Pass Access for directions on
accessing the starting point.
Directions: From Healy Pass climb up the south ridge along the rock/snow line to
the summit. Watch for cornices on the climber's right side. If coming from the Lost
Horse Creek area you can access Healy 3 Peak by its north ridge or north face
(directions in Lost Horse Creek section). The last section of Healy 3 Peak's north
ridge is fairly steep and the climber's left side usually has a very large overhanging
cornice (hanging over exposed rock, no less). From the summit ski a short but
steep slope to a bench before descending the main face.

Healy 1 Peak Lower South-West Face
Healy 1 Peak is the unofficial name of the first sub-peak that you will see to
climber's right when first entering the alpine section of Healy Pass. Over the years
I have seen a number of people skiing this short slope and I've also watched a
partner's ski shoot down it while we were cutting cornices along the east side of the
ridge (during melt freeze no less, pretty funny stuff). This face can be wind swept
and/or shallow during winter and I have seen avalanches here due to an early
season ground ice/depth hoar combo. In the late spring it can offer decent corn
skiing by mid-day. I included this run in the book mostly due to the fact it seems
popular but in my opinion the other aspects of Healy 1 Peak offer much better
skiing (especially it's North Bowl!).
Grid Reference: GR806620 (Healy 1 Peak) GR804604 (Healy Creek Ridge
Glades access point)
Estimated Time: 1 hour climb, 5 minute run
Vertical Gain/Loss: 300 meter gain, 100-300 meter loss
Total Distance: 2 km climb, 1.5 km run
Please refer to Healy Creek Access and Healy Glades for directions on
accessing the starting point.
Directions: Take the same route as Healy Glades but continue climbing the ridge
to the north-west and drop in where the snow seems good. After descending you
will end up where you started, follow your up track for another lap with the option
to descend the Healy Glades run to head home.
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Monarch Ramparts
Unlike the other runs around Healy Pass the Monarch Ramparts offer a little more excitement, even if the thrill is short lived by the lack of
vertical. These slopes are short enough that you can lap them over and over in a day and offer cliff drops, head walls and short rock problems.
Depending on the year different lines will come into shape, if you are serious about skiing the steeper and higher risk lines to the south then
you should keep track of snow depths and avalanches over the first few months of the winter. With a decent camera you can get good pictures
from most places at Sunshine Resort. The eastern slopes are lee and usually avalanche many times over the season. The western slopes are less
of a destination and usually don't have good snow coverage. The steep line to the looker's right of the head wall is one of my favorites in the
area. In spring you don't want to be on these too late and this area shouldn't even be considered when the snow pack is unstable or questionable.
Grid Reference: GR794613 (Healy Pass) GR795605 (head wall) GR792603 (North Bowl peak)
Estimated Time: 15-60 minutes from Healy Pass
Vertical Gain/Loss: 100 meter gain from Healy Pass, 100-150 meter loss for runs
Total Distance: up to 4 km along the Ramparts
Please refer to Healy Creek Access and Healy Pass Access for directions on accessing the starting point.

Directions: From Healy Pass follow the Monarch Ramparts south to a short north facing slope to the climber's left of North Bowl. Either climb
the north facing slope to continue along the Ramparts or descend east to work around this feature and get a short practice run in before taking
on one of the more serious runs further south. If taking the work around route ski past the head wall and ascend the bowl feature. Once inside
the benched bowl head climber's right to access the ridge to continue heading south. The skiing gets more technical the further south you go,
with the exception being the main head wall.
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Monarch Ramparts North Bowl
The North Bowl is a small bowl feature that is found on the west ridge of the Monarch Ramparts. Generally the snow pack can be a little
different than what is found on the east slopes, which gives you a second option if you don't like what the east is offering. The main objective is
a steep north facing rock chute starting from the highest sub-peak that runs into the heart of the bowl. There are three more sub-peaks along this
ridge to the west but they offer more broken up runs as they enter rolling forest terrain much sooner. This area can be combined with the more
southerly descent to Egypt Lake Shelter as well.
Grid Reference: GR794613 (Healy Pass) GR795605 (head wall) GR792603 (North Bowl peak)
Estimated Time: 15-30 minute climb from Healy Pass
Vertical Gain/Loss: 75 meter gain from Healy Pass, 100 meter loss for main run, 325 meter loss to Pharaoh Creek
Total Distance: 1 km to North Bowl peak, 2km to Pharaoh Creek
Please refer to Healy Creek Access and Healy Pass Access for directions on accessing the starting point.
Directions: From Healy Pass follow the Monarch Ramparts south to the short north facing slope to climber's left of North Bowl. Climb the
slope and head west to the sub-peak and the drop in point for the main rock chute. You can also access this area using the work around route
described in the Monarch Ramparts section above. Depending on which area you ski you will end up in different locations but the main bowl is
easy to lap by heading back to the Ramparts using the west aspect. The other three sub-peaks can be lapped by using the slight ridge under the
second sub-peak. If using this area to access Egypt Lake Shelter head south after the main descent to meet up with the southern route described
in the West Pass Descents To Egypt Lake Shelter section.
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Lost Horse Creek and Bourgeau Meadows
This area has something for everyone, from steep technical runs to longer low angled
alpine runs. This is a destination where a party with mixed skiing ability can really have a
good time and no one will feel left out. Most of the runs here are short but on the positive
side you can lap them many times or do over a dozen different runs in a day if you are fast.
You can stay at Egypt Lake Shelter and ski most of these runs but if you want to take full
advantage of the area you will need to camp here. This area is well worth the effort and I
recommended extended stays here in mid to late spring.

Camp Access And Starting Location For Runs
All of the run directions I give for this area will assume you are camping somewhere close
to Center Peak. I have often setup camp on the western or northern aspects on Center Peak,
there are a number of raised tree islands in these areas that provide good cover and access
to runs. You can also setup camp on the southern aspect but there is less tree cover there.
Since Center Peak is in the center of this area the higher you setup camp the quicker access
will be, just climb to the top and ski towards your goal for the day. You can access Center
Peak a number of ways from the road, I describe the most straightforward ones below.
Grid Reference: GR812630 (Center Peak)
Estimated Time: Camp via Y Drainage 5-7 hours, Camp via Healy Creek ridge line 4-6
hours, Camp via Harvey Pass 7-9 hours
Vertical Gain/Loss: 725 meter gain for camp from Sunshine parking lot, 1000 meter gain
for camp from Bourgeau parking lot
Total Distance: 7-8 km from Sunshine parking lot, 12-14 km from Bourgeau parking lot
Bourgeau Drainage Directions: From the parking lot at Sunshine Resort head to the back
of the lodge near the warehouse to find the Healy Creek trail head. The bottom part of this
trail is also the Lower Canyon ski out run. At the first fork turn right onto the Healy Creek
Trail and down hill to the first bridge, (Sunshine Creek). After the first bridge travel about
500 meters on the Healy Creek Trail until you climb a short steeper section that ends in a
small “S” turn before flattening out again. From here head north down a short section of
bush before ending up on Healy Creek and continue directly north up the steep creek wall
through trees, (if the creek is not frozen then you will be forced to take the other
approach). Boot packing a short section may be required here. Continue north over rolling
terrain until you can see the bottom of Mount Bourgeau's main avalanche path in the
distance. Turn left and follow the low angled drainage over 2, hopefully frozen, small
waterfalls. If the waterfalls are not frozen then work the climber's right ridge lines to
bypass them. This drainage contains large steep walls and is a terrain trap, if unsure of the
snow then work the climber's right ridges regardless. After the second waterfall you will
come to a larger open area, head to the left side through a short bottleneck to reach the low
point in Bourgeau Meadows with Center Peak to the climber's left, work your way towards
Center Peak through open treeline terrain.
Bourgeau Canyon Variation: From the first bridge on Healy Creek Trail follow Sunshine
Creek down to Healy Creek. Turn left and head up Healy Creek until you come to a
waterfall, just before the waterfall there is a right hand turn that heads into the canyon
system. Follow the canyon over small waterfalls and snow debris until you reach the
forest. From here you are a short distance away from the Bourgeau Drainage to the north
west, follow those directions described above. This variation obliviously only goes if all
creeks are frozen.
Y Drainage Directions: From the parking lot at Sunshine Resort head to the back of the
lodge near the warehouse to find the Healy Creek trail head. The bottom part of this trail is
also the Lower Canyon ski out run. At the first fork turn right onto the Healy Creek Trail
and down hill to the first bridge, (Sunshine Creek). From here you follow the trail for just
under 2 hours, (about 5km) before arriving at Healy Creek Campground, (if you arrive at
the Simpson Pass fork then you have gone about 500m too far). From the campground
head north-west into the starting of the Y Drainage, at first it will just seem like forest but
soon the walls on either side tighten up and there will be an obvious drainage. This
drainage is a terrain trap and I have seen large avalanche deposits here before, the drainage
walls are unsupported and hold more snow volume than you'd first think. If unsure of the
conditions do not use this route, instead follow the Healy Glades directions below. A little
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more than half way up the drainage it will fork, keep climber's right to break out of the treeline after a short distance. From here Center Peak
will be directly north of your location, climb around rolling terrain to access the peak.
Healy Glades Directions: From the parking lot at Sunshine Resort head to the back of the lodge near the warehouse to find the Healy Creek
trail head. The bottom part of this trail is also the Lower Canyon ski out run. At the first fork turn right onto the Healy Creek Trail and down
hill to the first bridge, (Sunshine Creek). Follow the trail for about 2 hours before arriving at the Simpson Pass fork, stay climber's right and
climb for about 1 hour uphill before arriving at treeline. Follow the trim line heading north-east to the bottom of Healy 1's southern ridge.
Before getting to the top cut into the forest to traverse east within Healy Glades and wrap around to the north as you go. You may run into the
climber's left wall of the Y Drainage and if so follow along it north until you reach flatter terrain. From here Center Peak is directly north
following a slight drainage and rolling alpine terrain.
Bourgeau Trail/Harvey Pass Directions: Park at the Bourgeau Trailhead on highway 1 and follow the trail for 7.5km to arrive at Bourgeau
Lake. Climb another 2.2 km west and then south-east to Harvey Pass through avalanche terrain over terrain traps. At Harvey Pass you will see
Center Peak to the south-west, traverse at treeline (or highline Big Triangle and East Bowl) to arrive at Center Peak.

Center Peak
Center Peak is what I call the unnamed large, low angled, three sided highpoint that separates Lost Horse Creek and Bourgeau Meadows. This
is a great peak to ski if the snow in not stable enough for the steeper runs in the area. The north-east aspect often holds creamy snow into late
spring. For first timers in the area this is an excellent peak to climb and check out almost all the runs in this section, plus the view is
outstanding. All three aspects are about the same on descent but the lower north-east ridge area does have some very short but steep convex
rolls, other than that you are looking at pretty mellow skiing.
Grid Reference: GR812630 (Center Peak)
Estimated Time: 30-45 minute climb
Vertical Gain/Loss: 100-250 meters depending on aspect
Total Distance: 1-2 km depending on aspect
Directions: Climb one of the three low angled ridge lines up to the top and ski one of the three aspects with the north-east being my favorite.
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East Bowl
To the north-east of Center Peak there is an east facing bowl with multiple options for descents but generally you are looking at a steep open
face that quickly goes flat at the bottom. From camp this run can be combined with the Big Triangle and Mount Bourgeau's West Triangle runs
to make for a full day out.
Grid Reference: GR820651 (top of East Bowl)
Estimated Time: 1-1.5 hours from Center Peak or lapping
Vertical Gain/Loss: 250-300 meter gain from Center Peak, 175 meter loss/gain when lapping
Total Distance: 2 km from Center Peak, lapping is a 2 km loop
Directions: From Center Peak ski downhill north and then climb a south aspect to gain the ridge that traverses East Bowl. The north facing
terrain in this bowl often has large cornices and you will want to head to the high point before making a decision on your descent. From the
flats below head south to regain the east ridge to lap the run. The Big Triangle run is to the north and the climb is obvious from this low point.

Big Triangle
West of Harvey Pass there is a large low angled triangle feature, the Big Triangle as we have come to call it. Nothing too exciting but it can
offer nice corn skiing in the spring. In the winter be careful of shallow rocks and wind slab, this slope receives lots of wind!
Grid Reference: GR828656 (Big Triangle peak)
Estimated Time: 1.5-2.5 hours from Center Peak to start of run, 1-2 hours to lap depending on length of run
Vertical Gain/Loss: 350 meter gain from Center Peak, lapping 300 meter gain/loss to tree line, up to 500 meter total gain/loss into forest
Total Distance: 3 km from Center Peak, lapping 1-2 km depending on run
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Directions: From Center Peak ski downhill north and then climb the south aspect to gain the ridge that traverses East Bowl. Traverse along the
ridge and towards the top of the Big Triangle. You will loose a little vertical along the ridge so most parties will take a run down East Bowl and
then climb the Big Triangle from the low point. From the bottom of East Bowl the climb is to the north and fairly obvious.

Mount Bourgeau West Triangle
This avalanche path is one of the longer runs in the area, especially when skied down into the main drainage and back to Healy Creek. The
upper face does have a few scattered avalanche trees but they are few and far between. The lower drainage is fairly tight but straight forward,
not so much fun in the late spring as the lower snow pack gets heavy but great with dry powder. I have day tripped this run but it's a pretty long
day, might be more worth it if combined with a summit attempt.

Grid Reference: GR845649 (high point) GR842642
(bottom of avalanche path)
Estimated Time: 7-9 hours as day trip car to car, 1.52.5 hours from Center Peak to start of run and same to
return
Vertical Gain/Loss: 925 meters as SSV day trip, from
Center Peak 350 meter gain/loss
Total Distance: 5.5 km climb as SSV day trip, 4.5 km
back to parking lot. 4 km from Center Peak to start of
run
Directions: The directions here are roughly the same
regardless if you are camping or day tripping. If day
tripping follow the Bourgeau Drainage Route until you
are at the tree line below Center Peak. Follow rolling
forest terrain north-east towards a small sub-peak
between the West Triangle and Big Triangle runs (true
Harvey Pass to the looker's left of this sub-peak).
From Center Peak head north-east over rolling terrain
to the small sub-peak between the West Triangle and
Big Triangle runs (true Harvey Pass to the looker's left
of this sub-peak). Ski to the low point along the ridge.
You are now at the bottom of Mount Bourgeau's west summit ridge. Climb along the often rocky ridge to the top of the triangle feature. Do not
start too high up where you are likely to ski over thin rocky patches. At the bottom of the run there is an flat clearing with a small mound
(terrain trap), from here you can either climb west back to camp or continue down the drainage to the east to head back to Healy Creek and the
Sunshine parking lot. This drainage is steeper and tighter than the one you would have climbed on your way up if day tripping. At the bottom
of the drainage run you will come to the main southern avalanche path of Mount Bourgeau. Head south over rolling forest terrain and ski the
southern aspect of the ridge. Do not continue down the drainage unless you have a rope and enjoy rappelling down tight canyons that have
avalanche paths running into them! At Healy Creek climb back to the trail and turn left to finish skiing down the Healy Creek Trail and back to
the resort. If day tripping you can also use the Bourgeau Lake/Harvey Pass Trail to gain the same starting spot, (directions above).
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Mount Bourgeau Summit Route
If you are looking for some of the best views in the Bow Valley then the 300 vertical meters up the west ridge of Mount Bourgeau from Harvey
Pass is a small price to pay.
Grid Reference: GR857652 (summit)
Estimated Time: 9-11 hours as day trip car to car, 3-4 hours from Center Peak to summit
Vertical Gain/Loss: 1250 meters as SSV day trip, from Center Peak 700 meter gain/loss
Total Distance: 7 km climb as SSV day trip to summit, 5.5 km from Center Peak to summit
Directions: Follow the same directions as Mount Bourgeau West Triangle but continue up the west ridge line all the way to the summit. The
ridge narrows out a bit half way up and make sure to stay more climber's right than left as there may be large cornices in this area. At the top
you will find amazing 360 views, (there is a small weather/radio station at the top that stops you from taking full advantage of these views). Ski
back down the same way you came. The southern aspect slopes here have all been skied but are very serious runs both due to avalanche risk
and exposure. The direct south line off the summit has a very large cliff face, there is a small break in the cliff if you ski along it at about
GR853631, (I once followed cougar tracks up and through this weakness to climb the lower south aspect) but I don't recommend this run
regardless due to exposure. The other south facing runs here lead back to the Bourgeau Drainage and into serious terrain traps, (if these
avalanche it likely won't matter if your friends are there to try to dig you out due to the nature of the terrain traps).

Healy 1 Peak
Healy 1 Peak on the Lost Horse Creek side is one of my favorites, both the East Face and North Bowl offer really nice runs and can be lapped
many times in a day. The top half of the East Face is not as steep as the bottom half, midway there is a quick change in angle and this could act
as a likely trigger point if the snow pack has issues. The top section of North Bowl starts as a steep convex roll but soon levels out and is
overall great skiing. For a challenge traverse skier's left under the cornice and pick the rocky chute of your choice, but beware, the snow here
can be slightly different than the bowl. Getting caught in even a small avalanche in the northern chute area really hurts, you can take my word
for it! Before heading down make sure to look around, incredible views from this peak!

Grid Reference: GR806620 (Healy 1 Peak)
Estimated Time: 1 hour from Lost Horse Creek Camp, 30 minute laps
Vertical Gain/Loss: 125 meter run
Total Distance: 1 km from Center Peak
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Directions: Healy 1 Peak is south-west from Center Peak. Ascend the north ridge between the North Bowl and the East Face, on slightly
benched terrain. Midway up you can start skinning directly up the ridge to the top. Once at the top you have several options and you can lap
this peak as many times as you please using the same up track. If you descend the East Face there is a nice bench to climber's left of the East
Face run, climb to the climber's left and back right along the bench to rejoin the north ridge skin track at the midway point.

Healy 2 Peak
Healy 2 Peak on the Lost Horse Creek side is a skier's paradise compared to its often rocky wind swept aspect in the Healy Pass area. It has two
main alpine descents with multiple cliff and chute options to finish making this run one you'll want to lap more than a few times. If finishing
with a head wall exit be sure to study this feature before committing to it and probe the landings (summer rock fall area). With a short down
climb to the west there are multiple shorter, but still steep options including a nice rock/wind lip “chute” run with a rock jump mid face.
Grid Reference: GR802624 (Healy 2 Peak)
Estimated Time: 1 hour from Lost Horse Creek Camp, 30-45 minute laps
Vertical Gain/Loss: 200 meter run
Total Distance: 1 km from Center Peak
Directions: From Healy 1 Peak simply traverse to Healy 2 Peak's summit. From Center Peak head south-west towards the lower head wall of
Healy 2 Peak and U-turn towards the thin small trees where a slight bench should show itself. Ascend climber's right above the trees and then
head back towards Healy 2 Peak before the angle steepens. Traverse the alpine area between Healy 2 Peak and the lower head wall heading
towards the break in the cornice to gain the main ridge. This route is exposed so be sure of the snow pack and where you are in relation to the
head wall. Regardless of where you descend you will be able to lap using the same up track.
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Healy 3 Peak
Healy 3 Peak on the Lost Horse Creek side has a nice alpine run, much like its run on the Healy Pass side. The run is straightforward, not too
steep and has plenty of room to make turns. Watch for an often rocky and/or shallow section in the middle of the face. It has a slightly steeper
pitch the further skier's right you go and if you keep your speed up over the lower flats you can sometimes reach the lower section of Healy 2
Peak's main run.
Grid Reference: GR797623 (Healy 3 Peak)
Estimated Time: 1 hour from Lost Horse Creek Camp, 30 minute laps if skinning directly up the face
Vertical Gain/Loss: 100 meter run
Total Distance: 1.5 km from Center Peak
Directions: From Center Peak head south-west towards the lower head wall of Healy 2 Peak and U-turn towards the thin small trees where a
slight bench should show itself. Ascend climber's right above the trees and then head towards Healy 3. Climb directly up the face staying to the
climber's left of the obvious rocky section. From Healy Pass climb the south ridge to the summit. If the cornice is not too large at the Healy 3Lost Peak Col then this can be another option to the summit by way of its north ridge. You could also climb either Healy 2 or the Healy 2-3
Pass and onward to the top.

The Lost Peak
To the west of Center Peak and north of Healy 3 Peak there is a small peak which I call The Lost Peak. While the West Face of this peak is
often wind swept of snow, the East Face is lee and has some decent short lines on it. The main problem with skiing this face is the large cornice
that often forms along the ridge but usually there are a number of sections where the cornice is smaller or where it can easily be cut off. Further
north along the ridge you will find lower angled skiing and mellow bowl like features. If descending to the north you can often ski right to the
start of the Pyramid Peak's climb, a good warm up if heading out this way.
Grid Reference: GR795630 (The Lost Peak)
Estimated Time: 30-60 minutes from the Lost Horse Creek camp, 30-60 minute laps depending on how far you descend
Vertical Gain/Loss: 150-250 meter runs
Total Distance: 1.5 km from Center Peak
Directions: The most direct ascent is to follow the steep and slightly benched terrain straight up the East Face to the top, often you will need to
boot pack the last steeper section. From Center Peak head west for the direct approach. A less risky option is to head north-west to the lower
angled terrain along the north ridge and access the ridge where the cornice isn't too big. For more mellow terrain stick to the north-west
regardless.
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Pyramid Peaks
Far to the north-west of Lost Horse Creek you will find the Pyramid Peaks; South Pyramid and North Pyramid, both offer good skiing on their
multiple faces. You can have a good full day of alpine skiing by linking these two peaks and lapping them. The south-east face of North
Pyramid is larger than the South Pyramid's south-east face and has two cliff bands in the middle of the lower bowl. The north face of North
Pyramid is steep but ends in a bowl at tree line. The west aspects of both Pyramid Peaks are usually wind swept above tree line, with decent
tree skiing below but you will end up far from camp for lower quality runs. If skiing these peaks from Egypt Lake Shelter the west aspect is a
good option to get back to the shelter via Pharaoh Creek. If you want to add some tree skiing into the mix you can extend most of the east and
south facing runs to the valley floor, lots of great options here but way too many to explain in detail! Have fun exploring!

Grid Reference: GR792657 (South Pyramid) GR789668 (North Pyramid)
Estimated Time: From Lost Horse Creek Camp 1-2 hours to South Pyramid summit, another 30-45 minutes to North Pyramid
Vertical Gain/Loss: 250 meter gain to South Pyramid, 50 meter loss and 125 meter gain to North Pyramid, 150-175 meter loss for South
Pyramid runs, 200-300 meter loss for North Pyramid runs, add up to another 350 meter loss to valley bottom
Total Distance: From Center Peak 3 km to South Pyramid, another 1.5 km to North Pyramid
Directions: From Center Peak head north-west to a large open flat area. Climb the obvious open lane way that leads to the south ridge of the
South Pyramid and follow the ridge directly to the top. From the summit you can ski the south-east face to head back towards camp or lap the
north face by way of the east ridge. The north face is not a good way to access the North Pyramid but offers the steepest run. For the North
Pyramid follow the ridge between the two summits directly to the top. To lap North Pyramid's south-east face follow the bench at tree line,
below the cliff band and head south to ascend the east ridge of the South Pyramid. To lap the north face of North Pyramid climb the north-west
ridge. To return back to camp ski to the valley floor and head south back to tree line via the main Lost Horse Creek drainage.
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East Verdant Creek
If you follow Pharaoh Creek south from Egypt Lake Shelter to Redearth Pass you will enter the East Verdant Creek area. I have done some
exploring in this area but have yet to take full advantage of all the runs the area has to offer. The unnamed peak on the west side of the creek is
usually referred as Talc Peak due to the small lake to the north-east of it and has a number of steep looking couloirs on it's east aspect. The
Monarch's north aspect has several large alpine runs with a bunch of couloirs to keep a party busy for a while.
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Talc Peak East Aspect
On the east aspect of Talc Peak you will find a steep wall with a number of runs carved in it. I have yet to ski any of these runs but have
included it in the book because I think someone really should and I have done the basic ground work in order to start to access the runs.
Grid Reference: GR771585 (Talc Peak) GR773595 (Talc Lake) GR784589 (moraine feature access)
Estimated Time: 2-3 hours for access depending on route
Vertical Gain/Loss: 50 meter gain/loss if taking the Redearth Pass route from Shelter, 200 meter gain to Talc Lake from Shelter, multiple
possible 600-700 meter descents on Talc Peak
Total Distance: 4.5-5km from Shelter for either access route, many of the possible runs in the area would be in the 1-1.5km range
Directions: From Egypt Lake Shelter head south on Pharaoh Creek and over Redearth Pass, (it's really flat and likely won't notice the pass
unless you see the park boundary sign) where you will come out to a large open area. Head to the south end of this open area and enter the trees
heading south-west until you come to a short but very steep moraine feature, (rockfall pile I believe). Head directly west along the northern
moraine feature until gaining access to the large open slope above. Alternatively you can take the same route for the eastern slopes of The
Sphinx and head south at tree line to arrive at Talc Lake, follow the ridge line of the bowl over the lake to access the alpine.

The Monarch
I have only skied the middle run on this large northern aspect of The Monarch. The looker's left run that starts from the summit and feeds into a
nice couloir has been skied in the past and is reported to be a great run. There are a number of couloirs in the area and if you decided to camp
below the north face you could probably spend a few days here and not run out of options.
Grid Reference: GR807561 (summit) GR799558 (top of middle north run) GR820565 (Eohippus Lake)
Estimated Time: 6-7 hours to access base camp area from Sunshine Village using Healy Creek Trail, 2-3 hours to do the middle north run
Vertical Gain/Loss: 650 meter gain from Sunshine Village to The Monarch's north ridge, middle north run is 550 meters
Total Distance: 14-15km from Sunshine Village to base camp area using Healy Creek Trail, middle north run is just over 1km long
Directions: There are a number of ways to access the north aspect of The Monarch, I provide the following because it is the simplest route.
From Sunshine Village Resort follow Healy Creek Trail until you reach treeline. Head south-west directly for the Monarch Ramparts and
follow below them until almost reaching Eohippus Lake. Climb the ramp separating the north ridge line of The Monarch and the Monarch
Ramparts and follow the trim line on the west side of the Monarch Ramparts to gain access to the north aspect. From here is mostly a matter of
climbing the run of your choice. If you want to access this area from Egypt Lake follow Pharaoh Creek south until arriving at Redearth Pass,
which you likely won't recognize as a pass unless you see the boundary sign. From Redearth Pass head directly south towards The Monarch
within the forest until reaching one of the terminal moraines, follow trim lines left or right depending on which run you wish to access.
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Egypt Lake Area
“After thirty years of exploration, surveys and mapping of the main ranges
of the Canadian Rockies, the writer can safely say that outstanding among
them for scenic charm and interest may be classed the group of peaks, lakes
and alpine meadows of the Egypt Lake area....”
-A.O. Wheeler, 1939
The Egypt Lake area is located 10km west of Sunshine Resort and is one of
Banff's most popular summer backpacking destinations but seems to be
over looked in recent history as a backcountry skiing destination. Other than
the north couloirs of The Shpinx most of the runs in this area are hidden
away from obvious sight, which is likely why I have been told by many
Banff skiers that “there's nothing to ski at Egypt Lake, you're wasting your
time”. Luckily I rarely take people's word on such matters and I have spent
many months worth of time at Egypt Lake Shelter while exploring the ski
runs in the area. There is a wide variety of options in the area for skiers,
everything from pleasant ski tours to lakes with impressive back drops to
steep committing couloirs that will test most skier's abilities. When the
snow is unstable there are plenty of tree skiing areas or short pillow areas in
Pharaoh Creek and when conditions line up there are a number of larger
objectives within reach of the shelter. Over the years I have seen many
cougar tracks in this area with some following our skin tracks all the way
from the shelter to the base of our objective.

Egypt Lake Shelter Information
Egypt Lake Shelter is found on the edge of the Ball Range on a small bench above Pharaoh Creek at roughly GR772625 at an elevation of 2000
meters. The shelter is very basic, it has a wood stove to produce warmth, two “rooms” with bunk beds (no mattresses) to sleep 12 people and
two table/bench setups in the common room. Parks Canada provides an axe and firewood which can be found outside on the north side of the
shelter. To the south of the shelter you will find two outhouses a short distance away. You require a Wilderness Pass and a shelter booking in
order to use the shelter, please contact a Parks Canada Visitor Centre to arrange this. You will need to bring your own sleeping pad, sleeping
bag, cooking items, stove, toilet paper, etc, the key word here is “shelter”; if you are uncertain on what else you should be taking on such a trip
please bring it up while booking with Parks Canada.
Finding the shelter in the winter can be difficult if you have not been there before or have limited winter route finding experience. I have heard
of more than one party getting lost and spending the night outside so be prepared to do so. Do not rely on previous tracks to get all the way to
the shelter, although Healy Creek Trail may be packed down to start your trip, the east and west sides of Healy Pass are often covered up by
strong winds transporting snow. The best overall advice I can give is to start earlier than you think you should, after all if you get to the shelter
early you can always go for a ski before night fall but navigating the west side of Healy Pass after dark can be very tricky. Access to the shelter
will also travel within and close to avalanche terrain.

Egypt Lake Shelter Access Routes
There are a number of ways to access Egypt Lake Shelter with several variations to each, I have included the main routes that I have taken
myself and one “dream route” I have yet to do. Healy Creek Trail is the quickest and easiest route and is recommended if it is your first time
heading to the shelter, it is straight forward with an easy grade. The SSV Divide Highline is a good option for those who have a ski pass at
Sunshine Village and would like to get a short tree run in along the way. A longer and less recommended route following Redearth Creek is
flatter over all but keeps you in the forest. The Bourgeau Highline is one I have yet to do myself but would offer the most scenic but longest
route to the shelter.

Healy Creek Trail
Most people will likely decide to take Healy Creek Trail to access Egypt Lake Shelter. This trail is the most straightforward route following an
easy grade on, what is usually, a well packed cross country ski trail until hitting the alpine.
Grid Reference: GR864633 (Healy Creek Trailhead) GR820607 (Simpson Pass fork) GR804603 (creek bed at treeline) GR794613 (Healy
Pass) GR772625 (Egypt Lake Shelter)
Estimated Time: 4-8 hours depending on group
Vertical Gain/Loss: 675 meter gain from trailhead to Healy Pass, 350 meter loss from Healy Pass to Egypt Lake Shelter
Total Distance: 12-13km depending on which route you take from Healy Pass to Egypt Lake Shelter
Directions: From the parking lot at Sunshine Resort head to the back of the lodge near the warehouse to find the Healy Creek trail head. The
bottom part of this trail is also the Lower Canyon ski out run and Sunshine Resort. At the first fork turn right onto the Healy Creek Trail and
down hill to the first bridge to cross Sunshine Creek. Ski along the trail for about 45-60 minutes until reaching the second bridge to cross Healy
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Creek. From the second bridge until you get to the Simpson Pass turn off you will cross a number of avalanche paths, on February 11, 1990
four backcountry skiers were killed in an avalanche in this area (“Avalanche Accidents in Canada Volume 4”) and I have seen plenty of debris
piles here over the years that have easily taken out the trail. Once at the Simpson Pass turn off head right and uphill for about an hour before
finally reaching treeline where you will find a creek bed. Follow the creek bed heading north-west onto a larger flat alpine like area in the high
treeline. From here you can either follow the flat section in front of you heading towards the Monarch Ramparts or veer more north to follow
the summer trail over rolling tree islands to access Healy Pass. From the pass you have a number of options to head down to the shelter that are
listed below in the West Pass Descents To Egypt Lake Shelter area.

West Pass Descents To Egypt Lake Shelter
Over the years I have explored many ways of navigating this area and I have come to use only two routes regularly. The southern route is
probably my favorite but if you are going to Egypt Lake Shelter it leaves you with about 2km of skinning along Pharaoh Creek to finish an
already long day. If I have splitboarders in my group I always take this route because the descent has no flat sections if followed correctly. The
northern route roughly follows the summer trail and heads directly to Egypt Lake Shelter. This option is almost twice as long with the same
amount of vertical. The main problem with the summer trail is that it has a number of steeper sections in tighter trees with flat sections
afterward, splitboarders beware! The flat sections are not really an issue if you are skiing and you won't need to put your skins back on. I've had
splitboarders keep their poles out and try to push but all end up walking in waist deep snow or switching between setups. If you get lost
anytime in this forest the best landmarks are the mountains. Egypt Lake Shelter is directly north of The Sphinx (large Easter egg looking
mountain) and directly west of The Pharaoh (huge cliff face) if you still can't find it then maybe you shouldn't be skiing in the middle of
nowhere!
Grid Reference: GR794613 (Healy Pass) GR778610 (southern route finish) GR772625 (Egypt Lake Shelter)
Estimated Time: 1 hour to Egypt Lake Shelter via southern route, 30 minutes using northern route
Vertical Gain/Loss: 350 meter loss
Total Distance: 3-4 km
Southern Route Directions: For the southern route head directly west from Healy Pass down a section of rolling terrain and into a open area
with small light trees. I have triggered small isolated avalanches on some of these convex rolls during periods of high or extreme avalanche
risk. While skiing the open, lower angled slope try to stay a little skier's left of the fall line that slightly leans to the skier's right. As you enter
the larger trees stay on top of the left wall of the small drainage (the drainage usually has open water). For the rest of the run the trees get larger
but stay well spaced out. The run ends at Pharaoh Creek where you would start your climb for The Sphinx's east and south faces. Head north
along the creek bed for 2km until you notice a short open slope to the west where you will find Egypt Lake Shelter.
Northern Route Directions: For the northern route head north-west from Healy Pass traveling between two small ridges and into a gully like
feature with small trees. As the trees get larger start skiing the fall line while still heading more skier's right than straight down. Midway down
you will find tighter and steeper trees for a short section with flat sections afterward. After a number of open flat areas within the forest you
will descend one last steeper slope onto Pharaoh Creek. Look for the bridge used for the summer trail, Egypt Lake Shelter is west of the bridge
and up a short clear slope. There is a Warden's Cabin 300 meters north-east of Egypt Lake Shelter, if you find it first then head south-west.
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SSV Divide Highline
If you have a Sunshine Village ski pass this can be a great option to stay higher up and have a short downhill tree run early on in the trip.
Although it may seem faster to use the lifts this route actually takes more time than Healy Creek Trail and more route finding is involved. For
these reasons I only recommend this route if you are truly bored of the Healy Creek Trail and are willing to put in a little work if needed.
Grid Reference: GR845596 (Wawa Lift) GR828590 (Simpson Pass Trees) GR819594 (Simpson Pass) GR803594 (base of Monarch
Ramparts) GR794613 (Healy Pass) GR772625 (Egypt Lake Shelter)
Estimated Time: 5-9 hours depending on group
Vertical Gain/Loss: 50-100 meter gain/loss over rolling terrain to Simpson Pass Trees, 200-400 meter loss depending on run to Simpson Pass,
200-400 meter gain to Healy Pass depending on where you skied in Simpson Pass trees and 350 meter loss to Egypt Lake Shelter
Total Distance: 10-12km
Directions: From the top of Wawa Lift at Sunshine Village Resort head towards the north aspect of Twin Cairns, looker's left of Wawa Hump.
After loosing sight of the resort you will find a creek bed with high walls which will lead you to a larger open flat area before heading into the
trees for the downhill section. The trick in the trees is to find the break in the lower cliff band by staying roughly fall line with the slope. The
other option is to head more skier's left to where the cliff band ends, this will put you off the divide heading into the Simpson Pass Creek
Drainage and you will need to stop at the first clearing and back track north a ways in order not to end up in the wrong area. Once past the cliff
band head west through a number of small clearings until you get to Simpson Pass, a large clearing with national park border signs. There is a
summer trail from this point heading west towards the Monarch Ramparts. If you loose the trail just keep heading west until you come to the
trim line of the Monarch Ramparts and head north, following the Monarch Ramparts from in the trees until you come to Healy Pass. From here
you have a number of options to head down to the shelter that are listed above in the West Pass Descents To Egypt Lake Shelter area.

Bourgeau Healy Highline
I have yet to complete this route but I have done all the individual sections during other trips. If you are looking for a breath taking route to
Egypt Lake Shelter (both for views and the long day it presents) this is what I recommend. You will stay high up for most of the tour and have
wonderful views of the Massive Range, Sunshine Village, The Monarch and Ball Range. You will also summit most of the lesser, unnamed
peaks in the area and get a few turns in along the way. This trip presents many avalanche risks and you should be ready to make on the fly
adjustments as snow conditions dictate. If you decide to do this route please let me know how it went!
Grid Reference: GR886693 (Bourgeau Trailhead) GR837653 (Harvey Pass) GR828655 (Big Triangle) GR819651 (East Bowl) GR812630
(Center Peak) GR805620 (Healy 1) GR802624 (Healy 2) GR797623 (Healy 3) GR794630 (The Lost Peak) GR772625 (Egypt Lake Shelter)
Estimated Time: 12+ hours?
Vertical Gain/Loss: 1800 meter gain / 1300 meter loss
Total Distance: 23+ km
Directions: Park at the Bourgeau parking lot on Highway 1 and follow Bourgeau Trail all the way to Bourgeau Lake. Head climber's right of
the lake through avalanche paths to the plateau below Harvey Pass. Climb up a short slope towards Harvey Pass and meet up with the east
ridge of the Big Triangle and follow it to the top. Follow the south-west ridge of the Big Triangle down past East Bowl and traverse along the
top of the bowl until you come to a downhill run towards Center Peak. Ski down to the pass and ascend Center Peak's north ridge line to the
summit. Ski down Center Peak heading south towards Healy 1 Peak and ascend Healy 1 Peak by either the north-east rib or the south-east
ridge. Traverse the Healy Peaks all the way to The Lost Peak and ski down the western avalanche path or trees to Pharaoh Creek. Head south
along Pharaoh Creek looking for the bridge used for the summer trail, Egypt Lake Shelter is west of the bridge and up a short clear slope. Start
a fire and relax.

Redearth Creek
I don't really recommend the Redearth and Pharaoh Creek Trails as good ski touring options. The route is long, flat and stays in the forest and is
better suited for cross country skiers. The last person I knew that went this way also said all of the bridges are still out post-flood.
Grid Reference: GR831750 (Redearth Creek Trailhead) GR756701 (Pharaoh Creek Trailhead) GR771625 (Egypt Lake Shelter)
Estimated Time: 7-10 hours
Vertical Gain/Loss: 600 meter gain
Total Distance: 20 km
Directions: Park at the Redearth Creek parking lot on Highway 1 and follow Redearth Creek south-west and then south on Pharaoh Creek
south. You will notice the Pharaoh Peaks as you exit the forest terrain and see the short open slope on the west side of the creek bed where you
will find Egypt Lake Shelter. There is almost always a cross country ski track up this valley.

Healy Pass West Side
There is some descent but low angled tree skiing on the west side of Healy Pass. Over the years I have mostly explored this area en route to the
shelter and used it less as a destination but that doesn't mean you couldn't have a good day out doing laps in this forest. To the north the Warden
Cabin Trees present the best overall fall line while the middle section of the forest tends to have too many flat zones and to the the south you
can link up with the small Monarch Ramparts northern alpine bowls which are barely above treeline.
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Warden Cabin Trees
The Warden Cabin Trees are found north-east of the Egypt Lake Warden Cabin, heading towards The Lost Peak. The area close to the Warden
Cabin has fairly dense tree cover but as you get closer to treeline you will find lots of options for skiing. This area seems to produce the best
fall lines for the area west of Healy Pass but is still not what I would consider a destination slope. I caution going too high up into the alpine
here as these slopes are windward, are generally wind slab over facests and I have triggered remote size 2 slab avalanches in these alpine areas.
Grid Reference: GR771625 (Egypt Lake Shelter) GR773628 (Egypt Lake Warden Cabin) GR788637 (Warden Cabin Trees)
Estimated Time: 1 hour access, 30-45 minutes for the best laps
Vertical Gain/Loss: 300+ meter gain but best laps are in the 200 meter range
Total Distance: 1.5-2km for access depending how high you go, best laps in the 500-750 meter range
Directions: From Egypt Lake Shelter head north-east for 300 meters to the Warden Cabin on the east side of Pharaoh Creek. From here head
east into the forest, you will likely come across some open sections to start before the forest becomes more dense. In less than 1 km you will
reach more open sections of the forest before entering open treeline terrain. The best snow is generally found in the treeline areas from about
2100 meters to 2300 meters.
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Summer Trail Trees
This route is mostly used to access Egypt Lake Shelter from Healy Pass and can provide some tree skiing if other options are not looking good.
The slope does have some flat sections hidden within it but after skiing it a few times you should be able to avoid most of them. The best snow
and slopes are found from about 2250 meters to 2100 meters. The trees in this area trend to be lane ways with short sections of denser trees,
once you can link them together they can provide some short lived good fun.
Grid Reference: GR771625 (Egypt Lake Shelter) GR783619 (middle of Summer Trail Trees)
Estimated Time: 1 hour access, 30-45 minutes for best laps
Vertical Gain/Loss: 300+ meter gain but best laps are in the 150-200 meter range
Total Distance: 2.5-3km for access depending how high you go, best laps in the 500 meter range
Directions: From Egypt Lake Shelter head directly east, cross Pharaoh Creek and climb a short steeper open slope. Work your way east
trending slightly south while trying to avoid the flatter sections. As you break out of the denser forest and into treeline you will find rolling
terrain with fewer trees, this area provides some of the better skiing and can be linked almost all the way to Healy Pass.

Monarch Ramparts North Bowl/Southern Trees
One of my favorite options for accessing Egypt Lake Shelter but could also serve as a place to get some turns in. The Monarch Ramparts North
Bowl has several short alpine features to ski followed by mostly well spaced but low angled trees.
Grid Reference: GR771625 (Egypt Lake Shelter) GR794613 (Healy Pass) GR792603 (North Bowl peak)
Estimated Time: 15-30 minute climb from Healy Pass
Vertical Gain/Loss: 425 meter gain from Egypt Lake Shelter, 100 meter loss for main run, 325 meter loss to Pharaoh Creek
Total Distance: 3.5-4km Egypt Lake Shelter to North Bowl, runs from 500 meters to 2km depending how far into the trees you go
Directions: From Egypt Lake Shelter head directly east, cross Pharaoh Creek and climb a short steeper open slope. Work your way east
trending south until you reach treeline where you can either start heading more east to meet up with Healy Pass or south-east to access the
terrain below the Monarch Ramparts North Bowl. If you are planning on skiing the alpine features it is best to head to Healy Pass where you
can travel directly south along the Monarch Ramparts to start your run. If you are only interested in skiing the trees then climb as far as you
would like before starting your run, some of the better slopes are
found just south of Healy Pass. To get back to the cabin follow the
main drainage in this area to find yourself in the southern section of
Pharaoh Creek where you will head north along the creek and back to
the shelter.

Pharaoh Creek
Egypt Lake Shelter sits on a bench at the midway point of Pharaoh
Creek as far as the scope of this book is concerned. To the south you
will find access to the east aspect of The Sphinx with pillow options
and to the north the runs ending from Pharaoh, Black Rock and
Sphinx Lakes. The valley bottom is fairly open and you will usually
find a track set here. When you find yourself a little lost trying to get
back to Egypt Lake Shelter it is best to find your way back to this
corridor, locate the bridge used for the summer trail where Egypt
Lake Shelter is just west of and up a short clear slope.

Pharaoh Creek Pillow Walls
To the south of the shelter you will find a number of short open pillow
lines on the west side of the creek. These fun little areas have been
trip savers when avalanche conditions become too risky or time killers
in the later evening when you don't have time for a longer run but still
have energy.
Grid Reference: GR771625 (Egypt Lake Shelter) GR771616 (start of
pillows) GR778610 (end of pillows)
Estimated Time: 30-45 minutes from Egypt Lake Shelter
Vertical Gain/Loss: 10-15 meter pillow lines
Total Distance: 1-2km from Egypt Lake Shelter
Directions: From the shelter head west to Pharaoh Creek and follow
the creek south until you start seeing pillows. Lap pillows.
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Shelter Runs
After getting to the shelter it's always nice to drop off all the extra gear and go for a quick lap on something close by. The eastern slopes of the
southern Pharaoh Peak offers rolling slide paths, a small couloir and a nice steep pillow field all within a half km from the shelter. A little
further south there is a small couloir feature at Egypt Lake and heading north up and towards Pharaoh Lake there are the Shelter Trees.

South Pharaoh Peak Eastern Slide Paths
The most obvious choice for getting some quick turns in from the shelter is to head towards the rolling slide paths of the east aspect of South
Pharaoh Peak. Here you will find a number of short runs you can lap quickly on rolling and fun terrain. Avalanches from high above the cliff
face do trigger larger slides in this area so be cautious while traveling here.
Grid Reference: GR771625 (Egypt Lake Shelter) GR765625 (Eastern Slide Paths)
Estimated Time: 15-20 minutes from Egypt Lake Shelter to bottom of Eastern Slide Paths, 30 minute laps
Vertical Gain/Loss: 100-150 meter runs on the paths
Total Distance: 500 meters
Directions: From the shelter head directly west into the trees. You will come to a clearing but continue west into the next set of trees before
popping through the obvious trim line and onto the lower avalanche runout zone. From here climb the rolling benches to access the upper
avalanche paths to start a descent.
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Burning Hand Couloir
Above the center of the South Pharaoh Peak Eastern Slide Paths you will find a
small couloir feature in the lower cliff band. Although the couloir is not very
long it does add some feature skiing to the slide paths below and extends the run
a little. Right after skiing this the first time Jesse AJ Scotland fell into the wood
stove at the shelter causing 2nd or maybe even 3rd degree burns on his hand.
Grid Reference: GR771625 (Egypt Lake Shelter) GR765625 (Eastern Slide
Paths) GR764625 (Burning Hand Couloir)
Estimated Time: 15-20 minutes from Egypt Lake Shelter to bottom of Eastern
Slide Paths, 1 hour lap
Vertical Gain/Loss: 200 meters
Total Distance: 600 meters
Directions: Follow the same directions as the South Pharaoh Peak Eastern Slide
Paths but stay in the middle of the area to access the climb for the couloir. Climb
directly up the couloir.

Shelter Pillow Field
On the southern side of the South Pharaoh Peak Eastern Slide Path area you will
find a really nice and steep pillow field that is easy to lap and still fairly close to
the shelter.
Grid Reference: GR771625 (Egypt Lake Shelter) GR765622
Estimated Time: 30-45 minutes to run, 30-45 minute laps
Vertical Gain/Loss: 200 meter gain to top from Egypt Lake Shelter, 100-150
meter laps
Total Distance: 1km from Egypt Lake Shelter
Directions: From the shelter head directly west into the trees. You will come to a clearing, turn left (south) and follow this lane way until
seeing an opening uphill to the right (west). Climb up this runout zone staying to the climber's left (you can also enter the left side trees). Head
climber's left (south) at the top of the trees and soon you will see a pillow field heading down to a small cleaning, there is a small cave feature
at the top and makes for a great place for a break/regrouping. Ski the pillow field and head north to regroup with your skin track to lap.

Shelter Trees
To the north of the South Pharaoh Peak Eastern Slide Path area you will find a grouping of trees that lead up to Pharaoh Lake which offer some
short but decent tree skiing close to the shelter.
Grid Reference: GR771625 (Egypt Lake Shelter) GR766630 (Pharaoh Lake eastern shore line) GR771630 (exit)
Estimated Time: 30-45 minutes from Egypt Lake Shelter to top of run, 10 minute ski, about 1 hour laps
Vertical Gain/Loss: 125 meters
Total Distance: 750 meters for both access and the run itself
Directions: From the shelter head directly west into the trees. You will come to a clearing
where you will want to head north-west into the next set of trees. You should be able to see the
trim line from the runout zone of the avalanche paths, heading north follow this trim line
staying within the forest, if you can, until you reach Pharaoh Lake. After skiing the trees head
east a short distance to find yourself at Pharaoh Creek with the shelter to the south.

Egypt Lake Couloir
In the north-west corner of Egypt Lake you will find a very small south facing couloir feature
that has a few trees within it. Could be used as an introduction to couloir skiing with less risk
than most of the other local options.
Grid Reference: GR771625 (Egypt Lake Shelter) GR766616 (Egypt Lake Couloir)
Estimated Time: 30-45 minute access from Egypt Lake Shelter, 20 minute laps
Vertical Gain/Loss: 50 meters
Total Distance: 1km access from Egypt Lake Shelter
Directions: From Egypt Lake Shelter head south directly towards the north face of The
Sphinx. After about 1 km through broken and rolling forest you will come to the northern
shoreline of Egypt Lake, head to the north-west corner of the lake where you will find this small practice couloir.
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The Sphinx
The Sphinx is a small peak located on the shore of Egypt Lake about 1 km south of Egypt Lake Shelter and offers lots of skiing options on
three of it's aspects. The north face offers three short great couloir runs while the east aspect has everything from lower angled tree skiing to
full on steep avalanche paths. If you are looking for a fairly short summit day with great views the south-east ridge to south aspect descent loop
is a wonderful option as well.

Giza Couloir
This rather strange feature is less of a run on it's own and more of a way to get back
from Mummy Lake after a day on Scarab Peak. I've skied this run a few times and
every time the snow has piled up differently to keep me on my toes. There is a large
square block mid way down the run and it creates sharp right angle turns over wind
sculpted, usually off camber snow drifts. After the main feature you pop out onto a
wider slope and finally onto the lake fan.
Grid Reference: GR771625 (Egypt Lake Shelter) GR765611 (top of run)
Estimated Time: 45 minutes from Egypt Lake Shelter, 45 minutes to climb run?
(I've never climbed up it)
Vertical Gain/Loss: 150 meter loss in run
Total Distance: 1.5km from Egypt Lake Shelter
Directions: From Egypt Lake Shelter head south directly towards the north face of
The Sphinx. After about 1 km through broken and rolling forest you will come to
the northern shoreline of Egypt Lake, cross the lake and head towards the looker's
right side of The Sphinx and climb the couloir. If you are coming from Mummy or
Scarab Lakes head towards the west aspect of The Sphinx where you will find the
entry point along a small cliff face.
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Hall Of Records Couloir
One of the more challenging runs in this book. This steep narrow couloir
carved down the middle of the north face of The Sphinx is slightly off
camber and usually has a firm snow rundle down the fall line. The narrowest
feature is about 1-2 meters wide and has snow spines intersecting the couloir
on the skier's left side at various points mid run. The bottom half is not as
difficult with room to make normal sized turns. While climbing and skiing
within this couloir you are presented with the extra danger of large pillows
collapsing above you and snow fields skier's left of you avalanching, (both
happened to me on my descent in 2014). Although not a long run, a fall in
the upper section or getting sucked down by even a small sluff would be
serious, this run should not be taken lightly by most skiers.
Grid Reference: GR771625 (Egypt Lake Shelter) GR768609 (top of run)
Estimated Time: 2-4 hours
Vertical Gain/Loss: 350 meter loss
Total Distance: 1.5km from Egypt Lake Shelter
Directions: From Egypt Lake Shelter head south directly towards the north
face of The Sphinx. After about 1 km through broken and rolling forest you
will come to the northern shoreline of Egypt Lake, cross the lake and head
towards the main northern fan. Climb the fan to the couloir mouth and boot
pack up it. Staying climber's right of the rundle should keep you out of most
pillow collapsing sluff.

The Sphinx Couloir
This is the main couloir you see looker's left on the north face of The Sphinx
from Egypt Lake Shelter. The run starts narrow and steep but quickly opens up
to the large fan below. Most sluffing stays skier's left closer to the summit cliff
and there is a small highpoint mid way down on the skier's right if you want it
to pass you.
Grid Reference: GR771625 (Egypt Lake Shelter) GR771610 (top of run)
Estimated Time: 2-4 hours
Vertical Gain/Loss: 300 meter loss
Total Distance: 1.5km from Egypt Lake Shelter
Directions: From Egypt Lake Shelter head south directly towards the north
face of The Sphinx. After about 1 km through broken and rolling forest you will
come to the northern shoreline of Egypt Lake, cross the lake and head towards
the main northern fan. Climb the fan to the couloir mouth and boot pack up it.
If you are looking to preserve the snow within the run then climb the looker's
left fan until there is a break in the looker's left cliffs. Traverse left under the
cliffs a short distance until an open steep slope is above you, boot pack up and
along the cliff ridge through snow mushrooms until you reach the top of the
run.
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Tree Triangle
Bordering The Sphinx Couloir and the Eastern Avalanche Paths, the north-east aspect of The Sphinx has a noticeable triangle of trees with
cliffs scattered within it that offers some challenging skiing. The more northern area has more cliffs and fewer as you wrap around to the east.
This area does have isolated avalanches and should not be considered a “safe treed area” but any account.
Grid Reference: GR771625 (Egypt Lake Shelter) GR771610 (top of Tree Triangle)
Estimated Time: 2-4 hours
Vertical Gain/Loss: 300 meters loss
Total Distance: 1.5km from Egypt Lake Shelter
Directions: From Egypt Lake Shelter head south directly towards the north face of The Sphinx. After about 1 km through broken and rolling
forest you will come to the northern shoreline of Egypt Lake, cross the lake and head to the south-east corner of the lake where you can either
use The Sphinx Couloir's directions to gain access to the top of the triangle or you can wrap around to the east gaining the slope to the climber's
left of the cliffs. You can also boot pack directly up and through the cliff band but you can take it from me that it is the most laboring option.
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Eastern Avalanche Paths
On the east aspect of The Sphinx you find several large overlapping avalanche paths that make for a great day of skiing if the snow conditions
agree. This face avalanches during most natural cycles.
Grid Reference: GR771625 (Egypt Lake Shelter) GR772607 (top of paths)
Estimated Time: 3-4 hours
Vertical Gain/Loss: 300 meter loss
Total Distance: 4.5km to top of run, run is about 400-500 meters

Directions: From Egypt Lake Shelter follow Pharaoh Creek south. As the creek bed gets tighter you will notice short pillow drops on the creek
bed walls on your right side. As you pass the last main pillow wall, with a large rock in the creek bed, you will come to a larger open area (this
is the finishing position of the more southerly descent from Healy Pass). On the right side there will be a “ramp” (old mining road and current
Talc Lake summer trail) follow this ramp up and to the north. The road first heads north until a U-turn heading back south into the runout zone
of the main avalanche paths of the East Face. Continue south across the runout zone and enter the forest. Slowly start turning west as you start
to ascend. There are a number of benched treeless lane ways in this area but you will likely end up doing a little bushwhacking the first few
times. As the trees start thinning you will want to start heading north. At tree line you will see the alpine and the South Face of The Sphinx. To
the north-west of this area you will notice a wind swept rock ridge leading to a cliff face high on the mountain, this is the climbing route for the
summit. Heading north of the climbing route will put you above the main East Face and it's large steep avalanche paths. After descending you
can meet up with your skin track for another lap.

Eastern Trees
Just south of the Eastern Avalanche Paths there is a pocket of trees that are ski-able. These are not glades by any means but you should find
sections that ski like glades before having to pop through some denser trees.
Grid Reference: GR771625 (Egypt Lake Shelter) GR775605 (Eastern Trees)
Estimated Time: 2-3 hours access, lapping can be 30-60 minutes depending where you lap
Vertical Gain/Loss: 100-200 meters depending where you lap
Total Distance: 4km to top of bench, 500-1500 meters for laps
Directions: Follow the same directions as the Eastern Avalanche Paths but start skiing any of the trees before getting to the paths. Generally the
further south on the ridge that you drop in, the lower the angle and the tighter the trees are. There are a couple of nice benched staging/lunch
areas in low alpine terrain just above the steeper glade areas and this area makes for a good starting location for the more spaced out trees.
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Summit/South Face
A beautiful summit with a short, non-technical but exposed alpine climb. The South Face is a short but steep run that can be connected with the
East Face with a short traverse. Great views of Talc, Scarab and South Pharaoh Peaks.
Grid Reference: GR771625 (Egypt Lake Shelter) GR769608
(Summit)
Estimated Time: 4-6 hours
Vertical Gain/Loss: 450 meters
Total Distance: 5km to summit fro Egypt Lake Shelter
Directions: Follow the same directions as the Eastern
Avalanche Paths to gain access to the climbing route. Follow the
rocky wind swept ridge to the large cliff above. Traverse to the
climber's right side above a large cliff that sits over the Eastern
Avalanche Paths. Below you there will be a large chimney to the
climber's right. Climb directly up to the summit, first over snow
and then usually rock. At the summit head south over rocks until
the snow is good enough for skiing. The run on the South Face
funnels to the center with cliffs/rocks on either side. Once past
the cliff band head hard skier's left to rejoin with the eastern
aspect.
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Scarab Peak
Scarab Peak is the unofficial name of the unnamed peak west of Scarab Lake.
From the Egypt Lake side this peak looks like it has no real skiing objectives but
on it's north and south ridges you will find a couple of good options for longer
days out. It is also the only place within the Egypt Lake group that still holds a
glacier, although it likely won't be around for much longer.

Scarab Lake
Just touring up to Scarab Lake for the day to view the massive north-east face of
Scarab Peak is well worth the little effort involved and provides the route to the
ski runs in the area.
Grid Reference: GR771625 (Egypt Lake Shelter) GR767613 (creek bed access
at Egypt Lake) GR763614 (top out to Scarab Lake) GR758613 (Scarab Lake)
Estimated Time: 1-1.5 hours from Egypt Lake To Scarab Lake
Vertical Gain/Loss: 150 meters
Total Distance: 2km from Egypt Lake Shelter
Directions: From the shelter head directly towards The Sphinx until reaching
Egypt Lake. Cross Egypt Lake heading to the south-west corner where you will
find a small creek bed. Stay on the climber's right of the creek and head up past a
small waterfall. Continue to climb on the right of the creek bed until you come to
a larger waterfall, head climber's right along the cliff band until you pop out to a
clearing where you will find a steep break in the upper cliff band. Climb up
through the break in the cliff band and head climber's right over the cliffs for a
short distance before heading west into a small clearing and finally onto Scarab
Lake's shoreline.
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Scarab Peak North-East Gully/Face
Along the northern ridge of Scarab Peak at Whistling Pass you will find a gully and open face options. The area provides multiple options for
skiing down and is fairly steep throughout. The whole route leading up to Whistling Pass is threatened by avalanche paths on both sides. The
run itself is serious and committing avalanche terrain.
Grid Reference: GR758613 (Scarab Lake)
GR747620 (top of North-East Gully) GR752623
(Whistling Pass)
Estimated Time: 3-4 hours from Scarab Lake
Vertical Gain/Loss: 400 meter run for North-East
Gully, up to 550 meter run on the Face to Scarab
Lake
Total Distance: 1.5-2km from the eastern shore of
Scarab Lake to access bottom of run, 500-750
meters depending on run
Directions: From Scarab Lake head to the northwest shore line where you will find a small drainage
within the trees. Climb up the drainage and into
open terrain, follow the drainage depression
towards Whistling Pass staying within the small
light tree cover. From Whistling Pass you have a
few options to climb to the top of the run. You can
work the more open face area looker's left of the
gully, where you will find several flat benches you
can connect before climbing the upper gully, or you
can ski over Whistling Pass and climb directly up
the main gully feature. Both put you in direct
avalanche terrain but the benched terrain will
provide you with more resting points. Once at the
top ski whichever way you would like but do not
ski down the direct eastern face looking over Scarab
Lake as it cliffs out lower down. If you ski the far
skier's right face make sure to scout the choke
points of the cliff band before the climb, many
years these chokes do not fill in or may be rocky
even when they do.
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Mummy Lake
Directly south and above Scarab Lake you will find Mummy Lake which will give you access to the summit of Scarab Peak from the southeast. Even if you don't plan to climb Scarab Peak this high alpine lake is worth a visit.
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Grid Reference: GR758613 (Scarab
Lake) GR762604 (Mummy Lake)
GR762612 (start of route to Mummy Lake
from Scarab Lake)
Estimated Time: 30-60 minutes from
Scarab Lake to Mummy Lake
Vertical Gain/Loss: 125 meter gain
Total Distance: 1km
Directions: From Scarab Lake head south
towards a grouping of trees on benched
terrain in the south-east corner of Scarab
Lake. You can either work your way
through the benched terrain or follow a
small drainage on the looker's right of the
tree block. If you take the drainage you
will climb half way up until entering the
trees on the climber's left where you will
work your way up through the remaining
benched terrain before coming out of the
trees and under a small cliff band on the
climber's right. Follow easy terrain along
the cliff bands heading south and then west
before finally coming out on the east
shoreline of Mummy Lake.

Scarab Peak South Ridge South-East Glacier
If you are looking for the best summit views in the Egypt Lake area then Scarab Peak is it. You can see 360 degrees from this peak, which
includes the full Rockwall, Mount Ball, Massive and Sawback Ranges and the Sunshine area. The trip travels through serious avalanche terrain
and over a small glacier. Plan to be out for most of the day and start early.
Grid Reference: GR762604 (Mummy Lake) GR760605 (start of climb) GR754605 (glacier bench) GR747606 (col) GR747611 (summit)
Estimated Time: 5-6 hours one way from Egypt Lake Shelter, another 2-3 back, prepare for a full day from the Shelter
Vertical Gain/Loss: just under 700 meters from Mummy Lake to the summit of Scarab Peak (2918m), just over 900 meters from Egypt Lake
Shelter
Total Distance: 1.5km from Mummy Lake to the summit of Scarab Peak, about 4.5-5km from Egypt Lake Shelter one way
Directions: From Mummy Lake head towards a small grouping of trees near a cliff on the west shore line. Climb to the climber's left of the
cliff above the trees and between the upper
cliff bands before reaching a large flat bench.
Skin towards the the obvious break in the next
set of cliffs, here you will be traveling over a
small glacier. Once past the small glacier you
will be able to see the summit of Scarab Peak,
stay to the climber's left traversing under cliffs
until you reach the start of the south ridge at a
broad col. Head south towards the summit
along the ridge, at some point it will likely
become easier to boot pack. With about 50
meters left to go you will come to a flat bench
before the terrain becomes steeper. At the
summit you will likely top out on the huge
over hanging cornice that looks over the northeast face. You can either climb back down to
the flat bench or start from the top of the
cornice for your descent. Rejoin your up track
just above the glacier area and follow your up
track from the glacier back down to Mummy
Lake.
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Pharaoh Peaks
The Pharaoh Peak group is a chain of three peaks running north from Scarab and Egypt Lakes. Only two of the peaks in this grouping are
officially named, South Pharaoh which is to the west of Egypt Lake Shelter and North Pharaoh which is south west of Black Rock Lake.
Among these peaks you will find a number of couloirs and col runs with huge cliff back drops. Most of the runs here are north facing, lee and
hold good powder snow late into the season. The tree areas below these peaks also offer descent tree skiing after a day of bagging couloirs.
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South Pharaoh Peak
Pharaoh Lake
With large cliffs to the south and west, this lake it is a beautiful location just to check out even if you aren't looking to do one of the runs that
start from it.
Grid Reference: GR771625 (Egypt Lake Shelter) GR763631 (Pharaoh Lake)
Estimated Time: 20-30 minutes from Egypt Lake Shelter
Vertical Gain/Loss: 125 meters
Total Distance: 750 meters
Directions: From the shelter head directly west into the trees. You will come to a clearing where you will want to head north-west into the next
set of trees. You should be able to see the trim line from the runout zone of the east facing avalanche paths, heading north follow this trim line
staying within the forest, if you can, until you reach Pharaoh Lake.
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North Couloir
Tucked into the north face of the South Pharaoh you will find a small but steep and
narrow couloir above the main lake fan. The couloir actually faces west and you
likely won't notice it until you are about half way across Pharaoh Lake. A great run to
do when you still have daylight after getting to the shelter or as a side mission before
or after skiing The Nile.
Grid Reference: GR763631 (Pharaoh Lake) GR764628 (top of run)
Estimated Time: 30-60 minutes
Vertical Gain/Loss: 200 meters from Pharaoh Lake
Total Distance: 200 meters from Pharaoh Lake to top
Directions: From Pharaoh Lake head west until you can see the west facing couloir
tucked behind a cliff on the north face of South Pharaoh Peak. Climb the lake fan to
the bottom of the couloir before climbing the feature.

The Nile
Probably my favorite run in the Egypt Lake area. This longer alpine run is steep
throughout, provides a great position and usually holds good powder snow. Watch for
sluff from the skier's left cliff face and don't ski too far skier's right as it leads to a cliff
over Pharaoh Lake. It is also a short ridge walk to the summit of South Pharaoh Peak
from the top of this run.
Grid Reference: GR763631 (Pharaoh Lake) GR758625 (top of run) GR760631
(bottom of run)
Estimated Time: 2-4 hours
from Pharaoh Lake
Vertical Gain/Loss: 500
meters from Pharaoh Lake
Total Distance: 550 meters
to Pharaoh Lake
Directions: From Pharaoh
Lake head west and start
climbing towards the back cliff wall. As you get closer to the cliff the terrain will
bowl out a little and from here head south directly up the run to the col to start. You
will find a good staging area to setup at the top. You can also access The Nile from
the south face of South Pharaoh Peak but this face often has serious depth hoar, sun
crust and wind slab issues throughout the season.

Pharaoh Trees
Like most of the tree runs in the Egypt Lake area you will get a mix of thicker trees
between decently spaced trees. This area is less of a destination and more of a way to
end the day from Pharaoh or Black Rock Lakes in order to get back to Egypt Lake
Shelter.
Grid Reference: GR763631 (Pharaoh Lake) GR767634 (center of run area)
Estimated Time: 10-15 minute run, 20-30 minutes back to Egypt Lake Shelter
Vertical Gain/Loss: 100-150 meter loss
Total Distance: 750 meters to the valley, another 750 meters back to Egypt Lake
Shelter
Directions: From Pharaoh Lake ski down north of the main drainage heading east
into the forest. To the south of the main drainage is the Shelter Trees covered earlier
in the book.
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North Pharaoh Peak
Black Rock Lake
Another beautiful lake with large cliff back drops, a tour up to this lake without the intent of bagging any runs is still worth the effort.
Grid Reference: GR763631 (Pharaoh Lake) GR758638 (Black Rock Lake)
Estimated Time: 20-30 minutes from Pharaoh Lake
Vertical Gain/Loss: 125 meter gain from Pharaoh Lake
Total Distance: 1 km from Pharaoh Lake
Directions: From the east shore line of Pharaoh Lake head north into the forest trending slightly west. With some luck you should come across
the summer trail system which provides you with easy to follow tree lane ways all the way to Black Rock Lake. At worst you will trend too far
west and come across the east ridge line of North Pharaoh Peak where you can ski down to Black Rock Lake.

Black Rock East Ridge
This small ridge has a nice steep alpine start which leads into some of the better tree skiing in the forest below. This ridge line seems to be cross
loaded most years and you will likely find some thin to thick issues along the crest. If you climb all the way to the upper bench you will arrive
at the top of Black Rock Couloir described below.
Grid Reference: GR758638 (Black Rock Lake) GR760635 (East Ridge)
Estimated Time: 30-60 minutes depending how high you climb
Vertical Gain/Loss: up to 200 meter climb from the lake, total of 400 meters of skiing from the top to the valley bottom
Total Distance: 500 meters from lake to top, almost 1.5km from top to valley bottom
Directions: From Black Rock Lake's eastern shore line head south-west and climb directly up the obviously ridge line as high as you'd like to
start your ski descent.
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Black Rock Couloir
This couloir is fairly wide and is a good warm up for the more difficult couloirs in the area. When you top out on this climb you get excellent
views of the Pharaoh Lake area including The Nile.
Grid Reference: GR758638 (Black Rock Lake) GR756636 (top of run)
Estimated Time: 30-45 minutes from Black Rock Lake
Vertical Gain/Loss: 200 meters loss from top to Black Rock Lake, couloir feature is about 100 meters
Total Distance: 250 meters
Directions: From the east shore of Black Rock Lake head west and climb south up the slope. Climb directly up the couloir to the top of the run.

Black Rock Col
Another great ski run, compatible to The Nile but a little less steep. North Pharaoh Peak towers over you as you ski this run, great position and
usually great snow. The upper section of this run can have thin to thick issues due to wind patterns, when avalanches release here the crown is
often 1/5 of the way down from the top.
Grid Reference: GR758638 (Black Rock Lake) GR754635 (top of run)
Estimated Time: 1.5-2 hours
Vertical Gain/Loss: 375 meter loss from top to Black Rock Lake, feature is about 250-300 meters
Total Distance: 600-700 meters from Black Rock Lake to top of run
Directions: From the east shore of Black Rock Lake head west and climb up the slope passing Black Rock Couloir on your left. Trending to
the south climb directly up the run to the top of the col. There is usually a large bench at the top for staging.
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Isis Couloir
This skinny north facing couloir is hidden from view until you are pretty much
climbing it. The exit point is visible from Black Rock Lake as it faces east. This run is
steep, tight and a fall would be very serious. You must make a sharp right hand turn to
exit this couloir otherwise you will hit a wall of rock. Be prepared for heavy sluffing
from the climber's right cliff face while climbing this route during or after a snow fall.
Depending on coverage there may be a small frozen waterfall in the lower section.
(And no this isn't named after the “Islamist State”, the Egyptian God Isis was sister to
the God Osiris, which is the name for the couloir next to this one).
Grid Reference: GR758638 (Black Rock Lake) GR754636 (run)
Estimated Time: 1-1.5 hours
Vertical Gain/Loss: 150 meter feature, bottom of run is about 200 meters above Black
Rock Lake
Total Distance: likely less than 150 meters for the feature as it is over 45 degrees,
about 500 meters from Black Rock Lake
Directions: From the east shore of Black Rock Lake head west and climb up the slope
passing Black Rock Couloir and Black Rock Col runs on your left. Enter the couloir
using the small passage way on the looker's right side of the main cliff face. Climb
directly up the couloir, you may find a short ice waterfall near the bottom half of the
climb but it shouldn't last for long. The staging area at the top has very limited space
and you will likely need to take turns getting setup.

Osiris Couloir
A short but very steep
and technical couloir
run. From Black Rock
Lake you can see the
bottom half of the
couloir, the top half curves around the upper cliff, getting steeper, off chamber
and faces an overhanging cliff face. Falling down this run would result in
serious injury as you would likely bounce off the skier's right side wall several
times. We measured the upper section at 56 degrees when we skied it the first
time. Luke Seed named this run as a tribute to Trevor Sexsmith who died in an
avalanche accident on Mount Victoria in 2016.
Grid Reference: GR758638 (Black Rock Lake) GR754636 (run)
Estimated Time: 1-1.5 hours
Vertical Gain/Loss: 150 meter feature, bottom of run is about 200 meters
above Black Rock Lake
Total Distance: 125 meter feature, about 500 meters from Black Rock Lake
Directions: From the east shore of Black Rock Lake head west and climb up
the slope passing Black Rock Couloir and Black Rock Col runs on your left.
Go past the main cliff block and enter the S shaped couloir that goes directly
up the back wall and around the corner. At the top you should find a large
cornice with a flat staging area.

Black Rock Trees
The trees below Black Rock Lake are similar to the other tree runs found in the Egypt Lake area. Often you will find lane ways of better spaced
out trees but mostly you will be dealing with real tree skiing, not glades. As you get closer to Pharaoh Creek the terrain does flatten out more
than Pharaoh Trees or the Shelter Trees runs, making this area best suited for getting back to the shelter after a day in the alpine. There is also a
nice waterfall pillow area located in the main drainage of these trees that is worth a few quick laps.
Grid Reference: GR758638 (Black Rock Lake) GR765638 (middle of run area) GR762638 (waterfall pillow area)
Estimated Time: 15-20 minutes
Vertical Gain/Loss: 250 meter loss from Black Rock Lake to valley bottom
Total Distance: 1km
Directions: From Black Rock Lake ski down and to the east into the forest. If you follow the main drainage from the lake you will find a
waterfall pillow area. As you near the bottom head more skier's right as the terrain flattens out. Once at the bottom head south to return to
Egypt Lake Shelter.
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Unnamed Pharaoh Peak
East Ridge
Follow the East Ridge of Unnamed Pharaoh Peak to reach it's summit and access both the South Bowl and Northern Slopes. This summit offers
nice views of the Haiduk and Shadow Lake areas.
Grid Reference: GR758644 (start of East Ridge climb) GR752644 (summit)
Estimated Time: 2 hours
Vertical Gain/Loss: 300 meter gain to summit from Black Rock Lake
Total Distance: 1.5km to summit from Black Rock Lake
Directions: From the north shore of Black Rock Lake enter the trees heading north while trending slightly west. You may or may not pop out
into another open area before reaching the start of the East Ridge, if you do head directly north at the north end of the open area. As the trees
open up you should see a fairly obvious route heading east up the East Ridge, follow the ridge until you are required to boot pack over rock to
the summit.

Northern Slopes
On the north side of Unnamed Pharaoh Peak you will find a number of avalanche paths/gully features, you could easily spend the day here
lapping and playing with different features.
Grid Reference: GR752644 (summit) GR755646 (center of run area)
Estimated Time: 1-2 hours to lap runs via East Ridge depending how high you go
Vertical Gain/Loss: up to 250 meter runs
Total Distance: 1-2km loops via the East Ridge depending on how high you go
Directions: From the East Ridge to the summit of Unnamed Pharaoh Peak you can drop in to a number of different features. Lap using the East
Ridge.
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South Bowl
This fairly low angled bowl feature provides a way down from the
summit of Unnamed Pharaoh Peak. As you join up to the Black
Rock Lake area there is a short, steeper pitch of skiing.
Grid Reference: GR752644 (summit) GR752642 (South Bowl)
Estimated Time: 10 minute run, about 2 hours from Black Rock
Lake to the start of the run via the East Ridge
Vertical Gain/Loss: 300 meter loss
Total Distance: 1km
Directions: From the summit of Unnamed Pharaoh Peak ski down
the bowl feature to the south until you come to a short but steeper
pitch of skiing before joining up with the rolling features above
Black Rock Lake.

Sphinx Lake
If you are going for a nice lake tour you might as well finish the
area off with Sphinx Lake.
Grid Reference: GR758638 (Black Rock Lake) GR753649
(Sphinx Lake)
Estimated Time: 45-60 minutes
Vertical Gain/Loss: 75 meter gain
Total Distance: 1.5km
Directions: From the north shore of Black Rock Lake enter the
trees heading north while trending slightly west. You may or may
not pop out into another open area before reaching the start of the
East Ridge, if you do head directly north in the open area. Instead of
climbing up the East Ridge to the summit of Unnamed Pharaoh
Peak continue north in the tighter trees and then north-west along
the obvious trim line from the avalanche paths to the west. You will
go through an area of smaller trees before popping out onto the
small lake.

Sphinx Lake Trees
This area is located in the forest below the Northern Slopes and Sphinx Lake. The upper section of these trees can ski quite well but the lower
section tends to become fairly flat before coming to Pharaoh Creek. Best left if you want to do a big loop back to the shelter but it is likely
better to traverse back to Black Rock Trees or Pharaoh Trees to get back to the shelter from this area.
Grid Reference: GR753649 (Sphinx Lake)
Estimated Time: 20 minutes to valley bottom, about 45 minutes back to Egypt Lake Shelter
Vertical Gain/Loss: 300-350 meter loss to valley bottom
Total Distance: 1-1.25km to valley bottom, another 2km back to Egypt Lake Shelter
Directions: From the Northern Slopes or Sphinx Lake head east and down into the forest. Once at valley bottom head south to return to Egypt
Lake Shelter.
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Six Lake Loop Tour
This tour will let you explore all six lakes, gives you a good overview of the Egypt Lake area and connects all of the main access routes. I've
never done the full loop but I've done each half a couple of times now, if you are looking for a shorter day either half of the larger loop this is a
great option.
Grid Reference: GR771625 (Egypt Lake Shelter) GR762604 (Mummy Lake) GR758613 (Scarab Lake) GR768615 (Egypt Lake) GR763631
(Pharaoh Lake) GR758638 (Black Rock Lake) GR753649 (Sphinx Lake)
Estimated Time: 8-10 hours, expect a full day out
Vertical Gain/Loss: 1000 meter gain/loss
Total Distance: 15km+ shelter to shelter
Directions: From Egypt Lake Shelter follow Pharaoh Creek south. As the creek bed gets tighter you will notice short pillow drops on the creek
bed walls on your right side. As you pass the last main pillow wall, with a large rock in the creek bed, you will come to a larger open area (this
is the finishing position of the more southerly descent from Healy Pass). On the right side there will be a “ramp” (old mining road and current
Talc Lake summer trail) follow this ramp up and to the north. The road first heads north until a U-turn heading back south into the runout zone
of the main avalanche paths of the East Face. Continue south across the runout zone and enter the forest. Slowly start turning west and then
north as you start to ascend. As you reach the tree line look for the pass to the looker's left of The Sphinx, head directly towards this pass.
Descend the western side of the pass and then climb easy terrain to the south-west to Mummy Lake. Follow the eastern shoreline of Mummy
Lake heading north until you find a very low angled couloir that pops out to a steeper wind carved slope leading down to Scarab Lake. Head to
the eastern shore line of Scarab Lake and find a break in the lower cliff band skier's right of the main drainage, (the main drainage leads to a
large ice waterfall). After getting through the cliff band follow the lower drainage on the skier's left side all the way to Egypt Lake.

Cross Egypt Lake heading to the northern shore line and enter the forest. If doing a small loop you can head back to the shelter from here
otherwise continue north in the forest until you come to the avalanche slopes on the eastern aspect of South Pharaoh Peak. Follow the trim line
while in the forest until you reach Pharaoh Lake. From the east shore line of Pharaoh Lake head north into the forest trending slightly west.
With some luck you should come across the summer trail system which provides you with easy to follow tree lane ways all the way to Black
Rock Lake. At worst you will trend too far west and come across the east ridge line of North Pharaoh Peak where you can ski down to Black
Rock Lake. From the north shore of Black Rock Lake enter the trees heading north while trending slightly west. You may or may not pop out
into another open area before reaching the start of the East Ridge, if you do head directly north at the north end of the open area. Instead of
climbing up East Ridge to Unnamed Pharaoh Peak continue north in the tighter trees and then north-west along the obvious trim line from the
avalanche paths to the west. You will go through an area of smaller trees before popping out onto Sphinx Lake. Head east and down into the
forest and ski to Pharaoh Creek, head south and back to Egypt Lake Shelter.
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Heading Home Options
After several days skiing at the shelter most parties will likely want to take Healy Creek Trail, which is the easiest and quickest way back but if
you still have some energy left over then there are a number of routes that provide some good skiing and views on the way back to the parking
lot.

Healy Highline Variation
This route traverses all of the Healy Peaks and provides excellent views of The Monarch and the Massive Range before ending in a descent of
the Healy Glades and rejoining the Trail home. Often the ridge tops are wind blown dry so be prepared to do some boot packing along the way.
Grid Reference: GR797623 (Healy 3 Peak) GR802624 (Healy 2 Peak) GR806620 (Healy 1 Peak) GR809613 (Healy Glades)
Estimated Time: 5-7 hours from shelter to parking lot
Vertical Gain/Loss: 600 meter gain/950 meter loss
Total Distance: 14km
Directions: After arriving at Healy Pass from the shelter head directly north along the ridge to the summit of Healy 3 Peak. Continue east along
the remaining two peaks before skiing downhill along the south-east ridge of Healy 1 Peak. Ski the tree line glades of Healy Glades before
finally arriving at Healy Creek Trail before the Simpson Pass turn off. Head skier's left onto Healy Creek Trail and follow it out.

Healy 3/Glades Variation
This route includes an alpine descent before linking up with the Healy Glades run via a short traverse. This is probably my favorite route to get
home as it doesn't add too much more time and you will get the most turns in along the way.
Grid Reference: GR797623 (Healy 3 Peak) GR809609 (lower Healy Glades entry)
Estimated Time: 4-6 hours from shelter to parking lot
Vertical Gain/Loss: 500 meter gain/850 meter loss
Total Distance: 13km
Directions: After arriving at Healy Pass from the shelter head directly north along the ridge to the summit of Healy 3 Peak. Ski down the
south-east face of Healy 3 Peak but stay skier's left in the alpine bowl feature. Traverse (usually can get away with not putting skins on) the
bowl feature east towards Healy 1 Peaks' southern ridge tree line where you should see a break in the trees. Enter the break in the trees to ski
down the Healy Glades run before arriving at Healy Creek Trail before the Simpson Pass turn off. Head skier's left onto Healy Creek Trail and
follow it out.

Lost Horse Creek Variation
This route takes you through the Lost Horse Creek area, a good option for those looking to get an overview of the area for future trips. It is also
easy to drop a bit of gear off somewhere and session the northern aspects of the Healy Peaks or Center Peak.
Grid Reference: GR771625 (Egypt Lake Shelter) GR795630 (The Lost Peak) GR812630 (Center Peak) GR817619 (top of Y Drainage)
GR823623 (top of The Big V)
Estimated Time: 6-8 hours from shelter to parking lot
Vertical Gain/Loss: 700 meter gain, 1000 meter loss
Total Distance: 14km
Directions: From Egypt Lake Shelter head north-east for 300 meters to the Warden Cabin on the east side of Pharaoh Creek. From here head
east into the forest, you will likely come across some open sections to start before the forest becomes more dense. In less than 1 km you will
reach more open sections of the forest before entering open treeline terrain. Work your way to the top of the ridge and follow the ridge line
south-east to The Lost Peak. Ski the east aspect of The Lost Peak or head south to the Lost - Healy 3 Col. Ski east in the upper drainage of Lost
Horse Creek towards Center Peak's south ridge and climb to the top. From here you can either ski down and south to the Y Drainage to access
Healy Creek Trail or you can head east along the ridge to The Big V run to rejoin to the trail.
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Banff to Castle Junction Traverse
This traverse lets you start from your front door in Banff and ends at Castle Junction and is a great way to experience the scope of this book. A
few years ago my friend Todd Joyal and I did this over two weekends as part of a larger broken up traverse we named The Big 3 Loop but it
could easily be done as an easy single push, especially if placing a food cache at Sunshine Village. The traverse has a little bit of everything
except glacier travel and most camps can be setup inside groupings of trees so you can travel very light, (we slept within tree cover in the open
air most nights).
Grid Reference: GR000705 (Banff) GR98767 (Cave and Basin) GR964688 (Sundance Canyon Junction) GR937681 (Healy/Brewster
Junction) GR933618 (Sundance Lodge) GR946598 (Fatigue Trailhead) GR919522 (Fatigue Pass) GR905529 (Citadel Pass) GR879546
(Howard Douglas Lake) GR873550 (Quartz Hill Pass) GR837585 (Twin Cairns) GR828590 (Simpson Pass Trees) GR819594 (Simpson Pass)
GR803594 (base of Monarch Ramparts) GR794613 (Healy Pass) GR772625 (Egypt Lake Shelter) GR763631 (Pharaoh Lake) GR758638
(Black Rock Lake) GR753649 (Sphinx Lake) GR749654 (Alexandria access) GR742663 (slope above Shadow Lake) GR739690 (Shadow
Lake Lodge) GR724711 (Gibbon Pass) GR765708 (Copper Bowl access) GR732723 (Copper Bowl Pass)
Estimated Time: 4-6 days, likely could be done in 2 massive days if staying at Sunshine Hotel with day packs by a strong party or rando
racers, (or 3 days if staying at Egypt Lake Shelter or Shadow Lake Lodge the second night)
Vertical Gain/Loss: 4000 meter gain/loss
Total Distance: 80km
Directions: From Banff head towards Cave and Basin where you will find Sundance
Trail which, if there is enough snow, should be trackset for cross country skiing,
(don't go and ruin the trackset with those fat skis). Follow this trail until you get to the
Sundance Canyon Junction where you will want to stay to the right to head towards
the Healy/Brewster Creek trails. At the Healy/Brewster Junction go left to head up
Brewster Creek Trail until arriving at Sundance Lodge. Go past the Lodge about
1.5km to find the start of Fatigue Trail, which is marked with an old rusted sign
growing in a tree, from here things become a little more tricky. Fatigue Trail is
considered a wilderness trail, it has no bridges but many creek crossings, most which
can be crossed by skinning over the large amounts of deadfall in the area. The trail is
usually flagged and you will need to keep an eye out for the flagging because the area
outside of the trail can be very rough going. If there is no flagging tape then do your
best to follow the roughly cut lane ways all the way to Fatigue Pass.
After Fatigue Pass keep climbing north-west until you see Citadel Pass below and to
the west of you, ski down to the pass and continue north-west towards Quartz Hill's
eastern pass, north of Howard Douglas Lake. From here you will see Sunshine Village
and if you will want to head directly towards it if you have a food cache waiting there,
(or if you are in need of a beer from Trappers), otherwise you can climb over the
northern ridge of Quartz Hill to ski down to Larix Lake, heading towards Twin
Cairns. At Twin Cairns you can either get some more vertical by traversing the peak
or head around east before arriving below it's northern aspect, (if you did grab that
beer or food cache from Sunshine Village you will need to ski up towards the top of
Wawa Lift to gain access to the same location). From the north-west area of Twin Cairns at tree line you will find a small gully which brings
you into the forest below, stay slightly skier's left while descending in order to work around the lower cliffs before arriving at Simpson Pass.
From Simpson Pass head directly west towards The Monarch Ramparts where you will want to head north to access Healy Pass. From Healy
Pass ski towards the Pharaoh Peaks, trending skier's right to roughly follow the summer hiking trail.
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If staying at Egypt Lake Shelter follow the directions earlier in the book, otherwise head for Pharaoh Lake following the trim line on the
eastern avalanche slopes of South Pharaoh Peak. Follow the trim line/forest that connects Pharaoh, Black Rock and Sphinx Lakes before
arriving at a boulder field under a steeper tree slope. From here you leave the scope of this book and enter an area we've been calling
'Alexandria'. Climb up the steeper trees using a series of wind blown benches. Follow the ridge heading north towards a high point before
descending a short distance and climbing another high point to the north-west. On the north aspect of this high point you will find a descent
sized open slope with a number of options for skiing. If the slope is unsafe to descend you can follow one of the ridge lines heading north-east
or north-west and into the forest.

At the bottom of the forest you will come out to Redearth Creek Trail and from here you have two options. The straightforward route would be
to follow Gibbon Trail to Gibbon Pass between Copper and Storm Mountains, the trail starts just north of Shadow Lake Lodge. Once at the
pass continue north-west to Twin Lakes and follow the Twin Lakes Trail to Castle Junction heading north-east. A longer route has you ascend
into Copper Bowl and through a slightly higher pass, this option is recommended. To do the Copper Bowl route head down Redearth Creek
Trail, away from Shadow Lake until you get to the Redearth/Pharaoh Junction (there is a small Warden Cabin there a short distance up Pharaoh
Creek Trail),.Another 1km down Redearth Creek Trail you will find a small drainage clearing on the left side of the trail, climb up this easy to
follow drainage that curves to the west over time. Once heading west you will be able to see some open steeper slopes above you to the south
and you will want to start climbing within the trees to the climber's right to get out of the drainage before it turns into a terrain trap feature.
Trending north while still heading west within the trees you will soon pop out to an open area at treeline with the smaller sub-peaks of Copper
to the north and Gibbon Peak to the west, head to the obvious pass in the north-west corner of Copper Bowl to access the Twin Lakes Trail that
leads to Castle Junction. Alternatively you could climb any of the smaller sub-peaks of Copper Bowl to the north and ski one of the many
northern aspects, there are plenty of great options for turns now that your packs are light.
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